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MS C-043 UNCLASSIFIED 


Hans SERAPH2KP Dr Phil*, Major*, 

Reserve Status 

Bora 21 December 1903p Keenigsberg^ 


Prussiap Germany 


After serving sixteen months in the 1st Pioneer Bat» 

talien*, Dr Seraphim ̂ who at present is an associate pro
fessor lecturing en International Law in the Goettingen 

Universityj, left the Army en 15 August 1924o He was re-

inducted in 1937 as reserve lieutenant in the 1st Infan
try Regiment and promoted Oberleutnant in July*, 1940*, 

Hauptmann in 1943* Major in 1945o In these eight years 

he served as platoon and company leaderD adjutant to 

signal and intelligence officers at divisional levelp

supply officer of the Armenian Legion in Ukrainep company 

leader and later battalion commander in the 303rd Infantry 

Regiment of the 162 (Turk) Division*, Commander of the 827th 

Volga Tartar Battalion and finally in CKH as Inspector of 

Foreign Units0 
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Ralph ran HEIGENDORFF, Generalleutnant 

Basic Arms Infantry 

Bora 15 August 1897, Dresden, Germany 


Ralph yen Heygenderff joined the infantry imme&U 

ately after the outbreak of war in 1914 and in April 

1915 received his commission as lieutenant0 At the 

end of World War I he was taken over in the new Reichs
wehr, the 100,000°man army Germany was allowed to main
tain in terms of the Treaty of Versailles0 In 1923-25 

he underwent a course of training in Dresden for service 

as assistant chief of staff0 After several assignments 

wtth field units and two years as officer guide to Soviet 

Russian officer delegations during German maneuvers5 he 

was appointed liaison officer between the Fourteenth Army 

and the Red Army in the 1939 Polish Campaigna Following 

this he was detached as military attache attached to the 

German Embassy at Moscow as military member of the Cen
tral German-Soviet Demarkation Commission0 From September 

1942-February 1944 von Heygenderff, now Generalmajor^ com
manded the Eastern Legions, composed of foreign volunteers 

of Eastern nationalities, serving with the German forces „ 

After three months as Commander of Volunteer Units under 

the m s £ f ^Armaments Q & M, Replacement 

tog Branch o£ jig he assumed command of the 162 Turk 

Infantry Division, controlled first by the Tenth Army*, 

then by the Fourteenth Army, and finally by the XIV Panzer 

Corpso It was during this last assignment that Heygen
derff was promoted Generalleutnant @n 30 January 19450 
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Ernst KQESTRDiGp GSCP General der Kavallerie 

Bern 20 June 1876a Moscow, Russia 


As a natural consequence of his intimate knowledge 

of the character of East European peoples, due to the 

fact that he spent most of his youth in Russia and other 

eastern countries, General Keestring frequently was em
ployed by the German Army in its relations with foreign 

armies of those parts0 Joining the cavalry in 1898 he 

had reached the rank of Rittoeister, Cavalry Captain, 

by 1904 and in 1917 was appointed Imperial Ottemanian 

Major**, a special rank created for service with Turkish 

forceso In 1923 he was promoted Major in the Reichs
wehr*, Germany°S 100,000~man army after World War I*, in 

1935 Generalmajer in the new Wehrmacht, 1937 Generalleut
nant and in 1940 General der Kavallerie0 His foreign as
signments included service as special staff officer in 

the German staff under Generaleberst von Seeckt attached 

to the Austrian Archduke Karl and Archduke Joseph kimy 

Groups in 1916-17*, adjutant in the German staff under 

Seeckt attached to the Turkish Army High Command in 1917*, 

on the German Military Mission to Ukraine in 1917-182 as 

Military Attache in Moscow in 1931^33^ Military and Air 

Attache in the German Embassies at Moscow and in Lithu
ania in 1935-41o In addition he held an assignment from 

1919=23 in the Russia Branch of the Reichs Defense Minis
try and in 1942 was appointed Commissioner for Caucasian 

Affairs in Army Group A, 1943 OKH Inspector of Turkoman 

units and in 1944 General of Foreign Volunteer Units of 

Eastern Nationality, a post he held in the OKHo On 4 

May 1945 General Keestring was retired, and on 20 May 

1945 he was taken prisoner by US forces and held until 

22 August 19469 during which period he was temporarily 

transferred to Washington for interrogation<> 


U N C L A S S I F I E D 
•» Kaiserlich Osirmrml scher Major 
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O R E f f O R D 


In wars involving vast land masses in which the available 

manpower of a nation is severely taxed it may be expo
dient and necessary to use "volunteer* forces« It is 

gathered from this treatise that the basic mistake of 

the planners was that no previsions had been made for 

the use of this type personnel which resulted in two 

basic errorso These errors would appear to bos 


(1) that the possibility of the use of "volunteers* 

had net been considered previously and 


(2) that experience in "recruiting* and developing 

them was gained in the expensive and time°oen« 

stating school of experience o 


It is entirely possible that a large and efficient body 

of troops could have been developed with timely plans and 

methodso 


While in no way related to the Prisoner of War Project 

(Project §1AS Manuscript Number P-031) the manuscript to 

a certain extent deals with the German method of achieving 

similar results, 1Q eQ inducting former members of the enemy 

forces and population to assist youG 

Students of psychological warfare will also find this man
uscript valuable in the study of the characteristics of 

the various subdivisions of peoples mentioned as well as 

the stimulus that motivates their action0 


LOOIS Mo BAWROCKI 

Major*, Cavalry 

Chief, Operational History 

(German) Branch o 
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Control Group Keenigstein 18 Nov 48 


Special Report Concerning Alien Volunteers0 


?es Historical Division 


c/® Major Do Murphy 


Enclosed find two reports dealing with alien volunteers from 


among Eastern peoples who were employed in large numbers in the 


German Wehrmacht during the last warQ 

Both reports are based upon experiences of proven commanders 


and organizers o They contain many suggestions which would also be 


of value in the future in case ablebodied men frm among foreign 


peoples are employedo 


A special commentary by the former "General of Volunteers of 


the Eastern Units," Gen Koestring, who is considered the best German 


expert on this subject, is also enclosedo 


(Signed)9 Franz Haider 

Generaloberst 

formerly Chief, Army General Staff 


EncloB 


Report Dr Seraphim 

Report Gen v0 Heygendorff 

Commentary Gen Keestring 
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to ibs Sasaaa tese-


Prefatory Remarks 


The following report is based on my own personal experiences 


gained during my tour of duty in the volunteer units (from 1 Sep

tember 42 totiie end of hostilities) in Various units and ccmmand 


pests among the volunteer detachments0 It is written from the point 


of view of the lower level commando As judged from a higgler level8 

the situation may at times have appeared in a different light0 Dif

ficulties may have been encountered of which the troops were not aware0 

The endeavors and the desire to assist us in the execution of our mis® 


sions, which in the beginning were frequently almost teo difficult to 


accomplish, were perhaps much greater than -we believed at that time« 


I can only describe the events as I have personally experienced 


thflBo The reader must bear this in mind if, in his opinion, the out® 


lines appear toe severe or the criticism too harsh<> 


Nuernberg 9 August 19AS 

The Author 
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The problem of foreign volunteers, as encountered during the 


last war, is raised by and conditioned by two factorsQ One is the 


fact that the method of warfare has changed to a certain extent0 Mass 


army formations have taken the place of armies operating in the field 


and seeking individual battles0 The forming of compact front lines is 


usually preceded by a war of movements of short duration0 The new boun

daries thus established by the army replace the political boundaries of 


a nationo Consequently9 it becomes imperative to reinforce the person^ 


nel as the occupational forces at the disposal of a country will no 


longer suffice under the circumstances*; especially if large areas must 


be occupied and secured, as for instance in the Sast during the last 


war0 


The other factor might be mere important, namely, war as a con= 


flict of contrasting ideologies0 For this conflict offers the greatest 


possibility of deluging large masses with propaganda0 If this opper° 


tunity were non-existent, there would be no incentive and the circles 


which could be reached by propaganda would be too small0 It would be 


limited more or less to certain types of adventurers or mercenaries 


which, nuaerically speaking, would hardly be of importance0 

These ideological motives will, of course, gain impetus if they 


are in line with national interests, especially if supported by propa

ganda slogans emphasizing the liberation ef tyrannized peoples or prem

ises of deliverance from Ideological and political oppression o 
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This may enable a country engaged in war t© contrive powerful 


slogans helpful in the recruiting of volunteers, especially if mil® 


itary successes can be oited in addition indicating victorious con

clusion* The latter, however, is not essential0 The course of the 


Spanish civil war, in which volunteers played an important part on 


both sides, serves as an example0 Despite the official non®inter

vention policy, the clash of ideologies Germany and Italy on one 


side and the Soviet Union on the other became manifest and was 


a decisive factor in the final outcome ef the warG 

Judging from the foregoing it is not surprising that the VOIUBR 

toer problem during the second World War did net become acute until 

after the beginning of the Russian campaign0 Up to this time, volu*=> 

tear8 had appeared en a large scale only on the French side0 These 

were the red Spanish volunteers who now continued their ideological, 

anti-fascist hostilities farther and fought against Germanyo During 

the first phase of the war, volunteers had not as yet appeared on the 

Gorman side<> 

Germany's war against the Soviet Union is, judging from its mo

tives and disregarding many ether aspects, without a dovfct, a conflict 


ef two ideologies o The war was proclaimed as such and conducted as 


such by both sidesc 

| Hot until the conclusion of the summer battles of 1941 did it be° 


come evident that the German estimates had been erroneous0 Instead of 


a Blitzkrieg of a few weeks9 duration, a tough war of several years had 


to be anticipated., This fact made the activation of volunteer units en 
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the German side imperative0 


The first initiative was taken by the troops fighting at the 

front o They began very soon to select and retain certain Russian 

prisoners for labor duties instead of transporting them to tho 

rear0 This usually took place with the consent of the prisoners who 

for some reason feared the treatment in the prison camps and there® 

fore preferred to remain with the German troops0 It must, however8 

be strongly emphasized̂ , that these actions were not officially sanc
tioned and did not constitute a deliberate recruiting of volunteers« 

What induced these so-called Hiwi*) to cast their lot with the German 

troops was better treatment and something like a comradely "esprit de 

corps o* Former Red Army soldiers sometimes took the place of wounded 

f>r killed Germans in difficult situationŝ , picked up their rifles and 

participated eagerly in the defense against Russian attacks0 


The German Reich did not officially begin recruiting volunteers 
and activating local units until 19420 German troops were no longer 
able to occupy these vast Russian areas0 Thus^ recruiting was set in 
motion under the slogans Crusade against Bolshevism0 The population 
of the n@n~Slavic border peoples of the Soviet Union^ such as Caucasians 
and the people of Turkic stocky were especially shosen for recruiting 
purposes o A propaganda program emphasising the liberation of their 
homelands from Russian tyranny could be launched which would thus couple 

ideological and national interest^ ~  — — 


A description of the volunteers recruited from those tribes id^eon® 


tained in the following report0 


*) Hiwi (HilfswilSge) wore persons who voluntarily accompanied the Ger
man army to render any necessary service0 
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lo Ou£ Volunteers 


The proclamation urging men to enlist in the German Wehrmacht 


to support it in its fight against the Bolshevik enemy was very well 


received by the captured members of the Caucasian and Turkic tribes o 


Armenian, Azerbaijan, Georgian, Northern Caucasus and Turkestan vol

unteers enlisted and were assigned to the new legionso 


After having seen these flocks of new volunteers as they arrived 


at the legions, it was very difficult to visualize that these very 


same people with their drawn, sunken or puffed~up faces, their eyes 


registering either deep-rooted suspicion against everybody and every

thing or complete indifference and fatalistic resignation, could be® 


came valuable and enthusiastic fellow-combatants0 The strange shape 


of their faces, among them many Mongolian types, the unpleasant obtru

sive smell of strange races must have had repulsive effect upon the 


Germans o In addition, their clothes — mostly Red Army uniforms 


were torn and dirty <> While en march, they walked in close formation % 


during their rest periods they huddled close together along the reado 


Individually unimpressive but stirring in the mass would be perhaps 


the first impression gained by the Germans who were to work with these 


volunteers o 


Unintentionally one felt that they were in complete contrast to 


anything imaginedo Volunteers were expected to be full ef idealism, 


since they had severed their ties with old affiliations % they would be 


people no longer bound by oath, as it had been taken under duress and 


was against the interests of their own country0 These presumptions 

o 8 « 
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gave rise to the expectation of strong personal participation and mi 

eagerness to serve0 And newp this horde of men arrived who sewed 

to laok vitality and emotion0 Intelligent faces could be noticed 

among thim but the impression created by the bulk was predominant* 


Then we came to know these volunteers 8 the individuality, the 

character, the peculiarity of the particular tribe of which eaoh was 

a member began to become mere distinct,, More and more, a completely 

mew world opened before our eyes, difficult to comprehend, mover te 

be completely understood0 


The reason behind their enlisting as volunteers was of primary 

interest te use It would enable us to determine their Intentionsp to 

fesm an opinion as to what could be expected and requested of them and 

hew to approach them* Our presupposition which we had carried with us 

•las* the day of our transfer te these volunteer units was obviously 

completely erroneous*, After having carefully studied the problemwe 

could differentiate between two distinct groups? Our first question1 

•Hhate prompted the volunteer te enlist in the German Wehrmaohtf* aided 

us in this observation. There were a few "tote idealists" but most of 

then had made their final decision for manifold material reasons• 


The idealists were mi* who combined a pronounced anti*»eishovUK 

attitude with a fanatical love for their ewa people® During the many 

yiars of my serriee in the volunteer units I met many who belonged te 

this greupa Any sacrifice or service oould be demanded of these men as 

leng as they were sure that it was in line with their ideas and served 

to attain the common «eal» They were extremely harsh toward fellow* 

soundmen who failed te share their ideals or had only material and 
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egotistical motives o la dealing with independable individuals they 


were so severe that we frequently had to intervene0 They harbored 


aa irreconcilable hatred against Bolshevism and the Russian way ef 


life© 


This attitude was usually not based upon theoretical deliberations 


but was rather the result ef sad experienceso The slaughter, deporta

tion, or persecution of close relatives, impoverishment due to expro

priation, and other similar reasons were repeatedly cited as reasons for 


enlistment o 


Men ef the above type could be found among all the various peoples 


and at all social levels, to a greater or lesser degree« As regards the 


various peoples, X must state that the Armenians had the smallest amount0 

Then came, according to my experience, In increasing degree the Northern 


Caucasians, the Georgians, the Azerbaijanians and the Turkestanianso 


As regards the social grouping, peasants should be named first and 


working men secendo The intelligence of these peoples was not very high, 


a fact which will be discussed later0 Young students were, however, a 


welcome exceptiono 


In contrast to this small group was the bulk of the volunteers, who, 


I am convinced, did not enlist to fight for the cause but solely for the 


purpose ef gaining personal advantages, immediately or within the near 


future o Many ef these men attempted to demonstrate strongly an Idealism 


which neither existed nor governed their actions0 Distress, simply, 


prompted most of them to change sides« The horrible conditions prevailing 


in most of the camps induced them to consider this last hope, with complete 


<=> 10 «=> 
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disregard fer all possible consequences0 The prospect ef geed feed, 


clethiag and all the privileges ef a German seldier as compared te 


the hunger, cold, and sickness which were certain if they remained 


captive fer a longer period ef time, was the motive for their ealistingo 


The intellectuals hoped, in addition to the above-mentio^i 


advantages, to be hailed as bereft̂  liberators after the victorious re

turn to their respective countries and thus to gain important leading 


positions in the future states0 To-day, I still cannot help but smile 


at the thought ef a wild brawl between Armenian volunteers in the fall 


of 1942, which started ever their disagreement as to the allocation ef 


positions in the future Free State0 The legioanaires took matters very 


seriously0 They were counting their chickens before they were hatchedo 


It must be strongly emphasized that this grouping refers only t® 


the determining factor as far as the individual was concemeds a love ^ 


of the fatherland in its most pronounced form as well as national pride, 


which were prevalent among all the members of the above-mentioned peoples 


in a very high degree0 The type of the true mercenary, who serves whoever 


pays the highest wages, could hardly be found among them0 

In addition to these two groups of volunteers, the legionnaires should 


be mentioned who, although numerically unimportant, enlisted because of 


their convinced Bolshevik leanings which prompted them to pursue their un=> 


derground activities from within or to escape at the first opportunity0 

I have met men of this type during the Armenian conspiracy of 1942 as 


well as within the ranks of the Turkestan replacements in 1944o 


Any German who endeavored to solve the mystery surrounding the volun

teers at once came across those characteristics of distrust which we had 
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already noticed en their faces at the time ef their arrival0 They 

met only distrusted us but also their fellow-countrymen and comrades0 
We seen discovered that they also kept their names and places of origin 

secret^ which fact indicates how much they mistrusted each other0 Af° 

ter a while it became evident that this peculiarity was not a part 

of their make^up^ but was to be ascribed to conditions in the Soviet 

Uniono Being subjected t© spying by the GHJS caution had become their 

second nature as a matter of self-preservation in the daily battle for 

lifeo The experiences gained during captivity may perhaps have had a 

still more detrimental effect o Slowly and gradually, ever the course of 

years2 this distrust became less noticeable with seme, but it never dis<=> 

appeared completelyo For a trivial reas©n9 this suspicion could be 

aroused again to its former intensity0 

X have cited these characteristics because they best illustrate the 


most deeply rooted peculiarities of these peoples from among whom our 


volunteers originated0 In the same manner as instinctive mistrust had 


grown in them and rapidly reappeared time and again as the result of their 


emotions and not as the result of reasoning and long deliberation^ all 


of their actions were likewise prompted by their emotions0 Frequently ̂ 


reasoning could influence this in a corrective manner0 

Whoever strives to understand or undertakes to command the members 


of these peoples must continually take into consideration, these peculiar 


characteristicso But there is also something else of importanced which 


perhaps is a consequence0 These people are only happy if they can stay 


close togethero They fail to understand the desire for privacy0 


- 12 ® 
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Individualism is, generally speaking, alien to them? they are typical 


collectivistso Thus, to cite an example, their billeting in single 


rooms would never be appreciated, whereas the so-called * stink huts* 


were immensely popular — small rooms in which they could gather to 


talk, whose windows were hardly ever opened, so that the air became 


thick enough to cut with a knife, and in which they all talked at 


the same time0 This was their Ideal0 


Anyone attempting to judge these volunteers by our European moral 


standards would do them an injustice0 Their conceptions are entirely 


different, they are absolutely and naturally wself-centeredott They 


appreciated truth and honesty as long as it did not affect th«a ad

versely0 They were, however, ready to commit perjury if it served their 


aimso They reasoned that it was not their fault if the other person be

lieved them?, 


Without having a specific aim in mind, these volunteers embellished 


their reports to such an extent that the true account was hardly recog

nizable0 Their Oriental phantasy made the© imagine things which, ac

cording to our conception, are unbelievable0 Without realizing it, they 


would call black white, and vice versa0 


The same self-righteous attitude which prevailed as far as truth 


was concerned also prevailed in th* cast of private property0 It Is an 


established fact that soldiers of any army "swipe" things, but in this 


case it was carried too farQ To educate these men along our way of 


thinking was one of the most difficult tasks0 

In complete contrast to these conceptions and hardly compatible 


° 13 ° 
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with the European ideas was the volunteers8 almost oversensitive feel° 


ing in matters involving their honor0 This applied not only to their 


own persons but also held true where their nation was concernedo Any 


disrespect in this regard was the worst mistake that could be made0 


Among such errors, for instances was the conception of the parties 


ular native people as inferior to the Europeans^ which was in fact not 


true;, even though many of their ways were Incomprehensible to us and 


their lack of many of the outward marks of civilization was to say the 


least disturbingo 


To offset their negative assets9 the volunteers also possessed many 


positive oneSo Their conduct toward women was considerably more natural 


and reserved than the attitude of our own soldiers o The influence of 


the latter, however, had a detrimental effect upon the volunteers o As 


soon as the natural restraint of the Turkomans and Caucasians was removed^ 


which was caused =><= in Germany for instance — by the more friendly at

titude of the women, they immediately overstepped all bounds0 This wass 

howeverp not their general behavior0 On the whole, they behaved respect 


tably as long as they met with restraint0 If strongly emotional people 


are given an inch they will take a mile0 

If their confidence and friendship was once secured^ the volunteers 


were very loyal and extremely devoted0 They could be depended upon with

out exception even under the most difficult circumstances0 Their devo° 


tion went so far as to steal things for German superiors and comrades to 


whom they had taken a liking0 I know from ray own experience that very 


strong measures had to be applied in these cases to prevent them from 


o 14 « 
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stealingo The volunteers failed to understand our attitude and be

lieved that *we were too stupid 


On the other hand, their perseverance and tenacity was unbeliev

able as far as hatred and craving for vengeance was concerned0 Any

one who had aroused their wrath or punished them bodily had better dis

appear as fast as possible0 Blood vengeance was still prevalent among 


these tribes, and claimed many victims among members of the volunteer 


unitso 


The following briefly describes the volunteers® qualities as sol

dierso 


As already mentioned, these recruits did not come up to the stand

ards of the German soldier0 Formal discipline was not a part of their 


make-upo Although they were unwilling to accept it, it was so strange 


and contradictory to them that they looked like carricatures whenever 


they attempted to adopt Prussian discipline0 The sternest and most fa

natical German army sergeant was unable to keep a straight face under 


the circumstances o There was also a lack of cleanliness which was no

ticeable in their clothes and weapons0 Their general indolence was called 


laziness by somso 


On the whole these could only be regarded as minor flaws and had 


no decisive effect upon the combat efficiency of the volunteers0 A Ger

man superior officer had to get accustomed to this and disregard more 


or less such mere superficial irregularities0 Many officers were unable 


to amend their ways0 Any officer in charge of the volunteers0 combat 


training in the field realized very soon that he could learn a great 


deal from these people who were reared much closer to nature0 Their 
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sense of location, their rapid way of getting themselves adapted to 


ground work, as well as their camouflagings were exemplaryo 


Despite their excellent eyesight, the efficiency of the volun

teers with the rifle was far below the standard of the German soldier0 

This is not based upon my own experience alone but has been confirmed 


to me by various unit commanders who were unable to explain this facto 


Even careful training with relentless patience and care resulted in 


very minor improvements0 


Judging by his natural- faculties the volunteer is of no value as 


a single combatant0 However, as soon as he is together with comrades 


and even in large scale operations, he has proven to possess a surprise 


ing staying power0 Completely on his own, he soon weakens0 


2a Command Problems 


There are a number of factors which are decisive as far as the com

mand of volunteer units is concernedo The word * command" is not being 


used in this case in a limited tactical sense but should rather be re

garded as comprising everything that must be considered and co-ordinated 


to form a basis for the activation and employment of suda units0 

First, there is the evaluation of the volunteers as soldiers9 es

pecially officers and other ranks o This evaluation must be based upon 


their future employment and the missions to be accomplished by these new 


formations0 

This leads up to the problem of organization and command in the nar

rower sense, the problem of deciding between an indigenous or a German 


<=> 16 «=» 
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command or a combination of both possibilities o In addition, the 


problem of an eventual interspersing with German personnel, necessi

tating a continuous supervision for security reasons, had to be solvedo 


Finally, the topic of the enforcement of discipline, as well as 


that of basic disciplinary principles and their application (power of 


disciplinary action) and the right to punish must be made a point of 


discussiono This, however, is not feasible without simultaneously dis

cussing the question of the legal status of the volunteers, that is, 


their rights and obligations as compared to those of the soldiers of 


German nationality0 

I am firmly convinced that many problems which are now being re

garded in retrospect, appear after many years of experiences consider

ably less complex to-day than at the time when we were confronted with 


them and were more or less inexperienced! that many mistakes which, 


without a doubt, were made, are now less difficult to recognize in short, 


that hindsight is better than foresight0 I must point out, however, even 


If only for the sake of historical accuracy, that many errors were rap

idly adjusted by the German Command which, as the result of its close 


contact with volunteers, perhaps saw them more realistically than seme 


theorist at a conference table or a self-styled expert who, working 


from a pre-conceived opinion, would necessarily never consent to modify 


his viewpointo Many reverses could have been avoided if the reports 


and proposals of those, actually commanding volunteers, had been studied 


and taken into consideration o 


How matters were evaluated and what decisions were rendered by the 


authorized commands can only be ascertained by studying the historical 
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course of events o I, personally, had the opportunity of analyzing 


the contents of the orders which at that time passed through my 


handso 


First a few basic facts which will tend to facilitate the study 


and evaluation of decisions rendered at that time0 

The activation orders for the volunteer units of the Caucasian 


and Turkoman tribes prescribed two command staffs as top level organ

ization^ one attached to the Government General and the other in the 


Ukraine, the latter being the staff of the 162nd Infantry Divisiono 


The legions, cadre formations in the approximate strengths of brigades 


of six to eight battalions on the average were under their commando 


These were regarded as the training units0 

The volunteers were to be committed at, as well as close behind, 


the front to participate in combat and security missions as well as 


in the war against partisans0 The tactical unit was the battalion0 It 


was to bo attached to and intercalated into Gorman units o The training 


was to take place in the legions which were to discharge the units after 


the completion of the training period, prior to their departure for the 


point of commitment0 In the future these legions served only as re

placement unitso 


The legions were to continuously activate other battalions, as 


long as volunteers were available0 The original program included a 


number of such activations © 


The legions thus became stationary and had to have cadre personnel 

<=> 18 «=» 
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whose mission it was to activate, equip, and train the battalions with

out accompanying thorn to their point of commitment <> 


The battalions amounted to approximately 950 volunteers and 27 


Germans, according to the T/0o The battalion staff was predominantly 


German (commander, adjutant, special missions staff officer, medical 


officer and paymaster officialG) The lower command from the command 


down was in the hands of indigenous officers and NC0so German ad

visers (NGOs and PFCs) were assigned to commanders and platoons« The 


battalions comprised four. rifle commanders and one heavy weapons cont» 


mander0 

The German personnel for the field battalions was to be supplied 


by the units which were to receive the details for commitment0 This 


personnel arrived mostly long after training had started o 


The volunteers were dressed in German uniforms but equipped pre» 


dominantly with Russian weapons0 Vehicles, horses, and other equip

ment had t@ be requisitioned« The activation of volunteer units was 


not to interfere with the German war machinery0 This basic principle 


was strictly adhered to but put the legion command frequently up against 


problems which were difficult to solve0 These difficulties could only 


be surmounted by establishing manufacturing plants, eQgo for vehicles, 


harnesses for horses, etc0 CKH was very reluctant to sacrifice any 


materiel, and furnished personnel on a very limited scale although ex

tremely high combat efficiency was required of the battalions o 
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Based upon the above-mentioned facts, I would first like to dis

cuss the following question which must be regarded as the basis for 


further discussions 8 What are the consequences arising from the 


solution chosen by the leading German commands, in regard to their 


intentions, the ©valuation of the volunteers, their dependability, and 


combat efficiency? 


The intentions are obvious0 An attempt was being made to gain 


another troop unit in order to tide over the great scarcity of unitsp 

to relieve the Gorman formations and still have enough men available 


to carry out the numerous missions0 The vast extent of the area and 


the peculiar quality of the war in the East made this arrangement im~ 


porativeo 


The fact that the battalions were to bo assigned to field divi

sions was enough evidence to prove that it was furthermore intended to 


create combat units which, besides being employed as security unitss 

could also be committed at the front lineso 


These volunteer units were only regarded as replacement units for 


the German troops$ in other wordsp the activation was restricted to 


infantry battalions with the appropriate heavy weapons, Ignoring all 


other armso The creation of compact combat units, in the true sense of 


the word, had apparently never been taken into considorationo 


As evidenced by the brief training period allowed these unitsp 

it seems that the activation was to bo carried through as quickly as 


possiblea Equipping tho units with captured weapons, which also permitted 


a reduction in tho training period also points to this facto 
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This last fact indubitably illustrates also that no sacrifices 


were contemplated to support these new units as far as materiel was 


concerned® The volunteers, so to say, were almost required to bring 


their own weapons and equipment or requisition them in the occupied 


territory o 


The fact that the activation of the volunteer units was not only 


planned along those lines, but actually carried out, proves again how 


little authorized commands valued the dependability and combat effi

ciency of the volunteer units* I am not in position to state to what 


extent these problems were actually thought through by them and the 


solution should be regarded as the result of such deliberationso The 


lower level commands, the only ones I had contact with at that time, 


were under the impression that the actual problems were not realized 


at the higher level or perhaps were deliberately disregarded, and left 


it to experience, in order to react to the suggestions, proposed by 


various commands independently from each other0 Our own investments 


were not heavy; thus our risk was small» If everything progressed sat

isfactorily, & considerable advantage could probably be gained® 


This entire problem should also be regarded from another angle* 


If a large number of volunteers is desired from specific peoples, the 


recruiting slogans should be appropriately and impressively chosen* 


Thoy must contain among other things a promise — of a material or ideal 


nature == which in itself will constitute a sufficient inducement« It 


was rather difficult to find such inducements in dealing with real Rus

sians, because hardly any of them were prepared to support the ideas 
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and plans of annexation, which were part of Hitler's political aims, 


for the sole purpose of fighting and destroying the Bolshevik systems 


General Vlassov could be cited as an example0 It was much less com

plicated so far as non-Slavic border peoples were concerned, for they 


were forced to live under the rule of the "Fatherland of the proletar

iat0* They could be promised national self-determination or perhaps 


tribal statehood under their own tribal colors, without interfering 


with Hitler5s plans0 One could speculate with a national feeling which 


actually existed, and incorporate appropriate slogans in tho recruiting 


propagandao 


I am, howeverp firmly convinced that many a soldier on the German 


side transplanted his own exaggerated nationalistic feeling into the 


minds of the members of the Caucasian and Turkic peoples and expected 


them to be imbued with an idealism which to such an extent could never 


be accepted as a norm for all of these peoples0 While this conception 


was regarded as a basis and a natural hypothesis as far as the activa

tion of volunteer units is concerned, it constituted the first grave 


mistake which was automatically followed by further errors in the eval

uation of the volunteerso 


The reasons and motives which induced tho volunteers to enlist 


have already been discussed in the preceding chapter o I have pointed 


out that ideological and national idealism had been the determining fac

tor in only a few cases and that material interests had played a pro-


dominant parte If one reviews the differences in opinion and intention 


on the German side as well as the behavior of the volunteers is it then 
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surprising that the expected results were never attained? 


The most obvious misjudgement occurred at the time when indige

nous officers and leaders were screened prior to their employment0 

It is difficult to understand how it was possible that patriotism and 


an anti-Bolshevik feeling were expected of the volunteers as a matter 


of facto The basic principles of Bolshevism as taught in the Red Army-


were only too well known* It was an established fact that the officers1 


corps was always subject to supervision by the political commissars* 


Since members of border tribes in particular were not considered to be 


reliable, it should have been assumed that they would have been extremely 


carefully screened as to their political leanings before they were promoted 


to officers© If not found completely trustworthy, they would never have 


been commissioned0 


In many cases, men of this type were employed as officers and put 


in command of volunteers» Although screening of the volunteers had taken 


place prior to their enlistment, not too much value should be attached to 


this processingo Not even the complete elimination of politruks (politi

cal commissars)Q which was the easiest task, could be successfully accom

plished, according to my experience0 Security was therefore extremely 


limited* Such incidents as the forming of cells and conspiracies were 


rather numerous0 

I have stated above that officers were to some extent employed to 


fill the same positions* However, there were not enough openings for 


all of them, so that some officers had to be demoted to NCOs and some to 


the rank of private* The idealism of these men must have been very highly 
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thought of if such procedure was expected to remain without conse

quences o There is no doubt that this degradation was the cause for 


dissatisfaction and the reason for many an unfortunate incident0 Dis

regarding all other psychological aspects, the fact that the position 


of the officer in the Red Army had been raised considerably above 


that of the common soldier by reintroducing the old ranks and insignias 


remained unobserved, especially during the last few yearso 


Thus, a second important error was committed by responsible Ger~ 


man commanders at the time when volunteer units were activmteds the 


complete disregard of the simplest psychological prerequisites o The 


oddities of tho Caucasian and Turkic peoples were completely ignored, 


even if they were recognized at all, and thus a very sensitive matter^ 


their sense of honor, was abusedo Tho example, regarding the treat

ment of officers perhaps proves this point most fully® I could mention 


numerous other cases but shall confine myself to a discussion of the 


position of the German skeleton personnel o 


The independent battalion, which I have previously described, was 

the framework in which tho volunteers of the border peoples were acti

vated during 19420 On the whole, this also applied to other Eastern 

volunteer formationso Units of regimental strength, which also existed •o 

generally had no connection with the above-mentioned activations but 

were merely concentrations within an Army (Armee) area or an area of 

a similar formation0 The battalion command was staffed with German 

officers while the volunteers held the lower positions o 
The basic conception of the German commanders seemed to indicate 
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That tactical deliberations had played a decisive part in this mat

ter* It would have been entirely feasible to leave the command of 


the battalion in the hands of indigenous officers. In this case, 


the battalions would assume the characteristics of an allied unit 


rather than that of the German Wehrmachto Considering the evaluation 


of the volunteer by the Germans and the trustworthiness ascribed to 


him, a solution in line with the above should have been expected 


and perhaps would have produced the most satisfactory results* 


This course, however, was not pursued* An extremely small num

ber of skeleton personnel was assigned to these battalions in order 


to retain the tactical command* This constituted a grave mistake* 


I do not mean the assignment of German battalion commanders but the 


fact that German NCOs and FFCs were attached to indigenous company 


commanders as ^advisers*" The negative result produced by this meas

ure, as well as the detrimental effect it had upon the honor of the 


indigenous commanders is obvious* 


The company adviser was by no means the actual company commander 


although in many cases he was regarded as such* His low rank, no doubt, 


was a disadvantage and produced a detrimental effect, and moreover the 


volunteers regarded him as a "supervisora* A great deal of tact was 


required on both sides to make this essential arrangement a successful 


one* This leads up to the problem of the German skeleton personnel, 


which merits a thorough discussion* One must differentiate between 


the cadre personnel of the legions, which comprised the personnel of 


the training and initial organization units, and the skeleton personnel 
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which was assigned to the battalions and accompanied then whenever 


they were committedo 


The basic prerequisites remain the same for both0 Leadership 


and a sense for co-operation are essential faculties which those must 


possess who are to work with volunteers0 In addition, a true liking 


and initiative for the work, an understanding of and ability to handle 


foreign people, a great deal of tact, modesty and patience are of vital 


importance o But this alone does not suffice unless aocompanied by 


a well-founded military education coupled with skilled military leader

ship as well as a feeling of responsibility as a representative of 


one°s own people and the Azmy0 

Unfortunately, the attitude of the commanders as far as saving men 


and materiel is concerned must again be mentioned in this oanneotion0 

They were principally concerned with seeing to it that the correct num

ber of soldiers was assigned to tho volunteer units, or paid insufficient 


attention to their qualification for this difficult task, which differed 


considerably from that of any other military assignment0 Can a more 


striking example be cited than the fact that the cadre personnel for tho 


legions of tho 162nd Infantry Division was recruited from PW transit 


camps? Was it their belief that the men most of them older types unfit 


for combat £ who, ever since the beginning of the war, had been guarding 


Fife, would have a special understanding for the volunteers and their 


problems, or perhaps were specially gifted to deal with their peculiar

ities'? Did nobody ever conceive the idea that It would bo especially 


difficult for these men, who had always been in contact with FWs, to 


adjust themselves so that they could regard the former FWs as German 
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fellow-combatants? Apparently not* Nobody seemed to visualize either 


that the missions with which the cadre personnel of the legions were 


charged required not only experience gained during the first World 


War but a knowledge of modern warfare and combat experience* PW camp 


officers were almost exclusively officers of the First World War who 


could no longer be employed at the front0 They had no conception of 


the requirements of this war, especially in the East* let they were 


charged with the responsibility of training these volunteer units* 


The attempt was made later on to surmount these difficulties by 


assigning younger disabled officers* But the life of the two or three 


officers of this type in the officers corps was not a pleasant one 


among these PW camp gentlemen* According to my experience — perhaps 


it was especially bad — these disabled officers always remained the 


"younger gentlemen11 who could not be taken too seriously* 


On the other hand, it never occurred to the higher command that 


it would make a bad impression upon the volunteers if the same men 


were assigned to them as training personnel against whom they might 


possibly have carried a grudge ever since the time of their entrance 


into captivity* Although conditions were mostly responsible for many 


hardships, the FWs always blamed the guards for any shortcomings * It 


was quite a disappointment to them to meet these very same men again 


in the role of training personnel instead of the German front soldiers 


for whom they felt great admiration* 


In all fairness it must be stated that many men among the training 


personnel assigned to these volunteer units took great pains and displayed 
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a great interest in the volunteers0 Despite their honest effort ŝ, 


these men also had difficulties in adjusting themselveso 


The cadre personnel for the field battalion was furnished by 


those field divisions, which had requested such unitso This per

sonnel came directly from the front lines0 They had no inhibitions 


nor did they have a bad reputation such as the cadre personnel had0 

These officers and men generally displayed a more positivê , perhaps 


more idealistic, attitude toward these volunteerso Sometimes their 


attitude was perhaps somewhat too idealistic as they regarded the vol

unteers as combat efficient idealists rather than men who had enlisted 


in the volunteer units to escape hardships and bad conditions, men who 


enlisted only for strong material reason©0 


It was however true for the entire personnel that no one had taken 


the pains to issue the appropriate instructions needed for successfully 


accomplishing the new mission0 Without any experience along these 


lines, without being familiar with the peculiarities of the peoplesg 

these men faced other men whose language they were unable to understand, 


and who had heretofore been described by German propaganda as being in

fer! cr in every respect0 

What should have been done to avoid this? There was in the German 


army n© one with experience with volunteers0 I can give two answers o 


First, there were enough men in the German Wehrmacht who at least knew 


the Russian language and had some knowledge of Eastern conditionsQ 

These men were not employed to the best of their abilities, as is evi

denced by many examples0 Secondly, it would have been much better t& 
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recruit personnel for these units on a voluntary basis0 There, is 


no doubt that enough men would have been available0 This type of cadre — 


as well as skeleton personnel — would not have approached their mission 


reluctantly and with an inner reservation0 It cannot be expected that 


everyone who has been assigned to such a mission will put his heart into 


it0 Efficiency will fall off proportionately and the work will suffer0 

If it was not the intention to assign a large amount of personnel 


to a doubtful enterprise, or if it was desired to make a quick trial on 


an improvised base, in either case there was always time enough to re

cruit German personnel on a voluntary basis0 This course was not pursued, 


and no attempt was made in this respect0 The fact that the proven mili

tary rule of order and obedience was applied shows clearly that respon

sible commands failed to realize the difficulties of this mission0 

For this reason the results were also less gratifying0 Admittedly, 


seme battalions were readied for action and proved themselves more or less 


during their commitment, but this was in no comparison with anything that 


could have been accomplished if time had been taken to think things through 


beforehando In reality, much time was lost because of this accelerated op=> 


eration0 

Just a few words concerning the position of these volunteers within 


their volunteer units0 What was the legal status of the volunteers as com

pared to that of the German soldiers? What rules applied in the mainte

nance of the discipline without which a military unit cannot exist? 


At the time of their enlistment the volunteers had been promised that 


they would be treated on a basis of full equality with the German soldiers0 

This took it for granted of course, that they were equal to the German as 
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human beings that they were not to be regarded and treated as seconds 


class humans * The best promise is of little value if it remains but 


a theory0 

As is usually the case with us Germans, extremes prevailedo Either 


the command was exercised by persons who expected that the volunteers 


would be 100 percent idealists and who themselves lived up to every 


promise of legal equalization without reservation, and failed to real

ize that the regulations of the German Wehnaacht were meant for Ger

mans only, and in many regards did not fit with the mentality of the 


volunteers and had to be revised for them0 Or the Command regarded 


these volunteers as former FWs or even as inferior humans and issued 


for them special rules which were not in line with the basic promises o 


In short, in nothing concerning the volunteer units did there exist 


a greater sense of insecurity than in the interpretation of equal rights, 


a fact which was of decisive importance« 

According to my experience, the legal equality of the volunteers 


nas basically recognized by the courts martial* The evidence of a wit

ness, e0go that of an Armenian legionnaire was of equal weight with that 


of a German soldier* The volunteers greatly appreciated this fact, while 


many members of the cadre personnel seriously greatly resented it, as 


was proven on many occasions0 This however did not occur too frequently 


and did not play such a decisive role as for instance the use of the au

thority to impose disciplinary penalties* The authority was never vested, 


as far as I can recall, in indigenous commanders * Only German officers 


had this privilege, which was reserved for battalion commanders and their 
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officers o It still remains a question whether or not this was the 


proper solution since the maintenance of discipline especially pre

supposes understanding on the part of subordinates, and recognition 


of their peculiaritieso 


For instance, a sentence of confinement, which is generally effective 


with Germans, made no impression on tho volunteers, who on the contrary 


thought it was wonderful to bo able to sleep in peace for a few days 


instead of performing their tiresome duties0 In order to be effective, 


other measures had to be devised which were not listed in the German pe

nal code, such as depriving them of their food rations or binding them 


during confinement0 Because of those experiences several regulations 


wore issued during the fall of 1942 and a special penal code for volun

teer units was issued much later0 


In close relation with the above was the supervision of volunteers 


as regards their political dependability0 The necessity of such meas

ures was tho result of several incidents which proved very clearly that 


screening before enlistment in the legions was in no way sufficient to 


eliminate elements friendly to tho Bolshovist-Bolshevikso Such security 


measures were carried on in connection with propaganda, which naturally 


was of utmost importance0 An attempt was made to convey to tho volun

teers tho marked differences between European culture and conditions in 


the Soviet Union in order to bolster their anti-Bolshwvik attitudes0 

For this purpose so-called trusties were utilized, who were officially 


charged with tho distribution of written propaganda material0 In ad

dition, those as well as other picked legionnaires were sent to visit 


Germany to acquaint them with conditions there, in order to give them 
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the necessary education so that they would spread what they had seen 


with their own eyes, among their fellow countrymen and comradeso 


These trusties were also made use of to get a picture of the 


attitude of the troops and to find out about any Bolshevik cells 


already in existence or in process of formation0 This type of spying 


may be condemnable but it was Impossible to do without it, since it 


was virtually impossible for the Germans — not only because of the 


differences in language — to penetrate into this strange world of 


the volunteerso 


Thanks to such security screening, the assaulting and killing 


of German cadre and skeleton personnel by the numerically far super-


lor volunteers, whose emotions frequently got out of hand, was kept 


at a minimumo How dangerous the situation was, was proved for in

stance by the Stalinskaya conspiracy case in the Armenian legion and, 


to a far greater extent, by the great conspiracy of October and No

vember 1942, which had its roots in Bolshevik elements who had infil

trated into the Armenian Legion and had taken clever advantage of the 


peculiarities and ambitions of the Armenian commanders for their own 


alms* These cases especially illustrate the helplessness of the German 


personnel, due simply to their lade of suspicion and understanding0 


Finally the only possible conclusion was drawn from them facts, 


and the volunteers were placed on a basically equal footing with the 


German soldiersp but special penal regulations were devised,for them, 


based not on any racial inferiority but rather on the difference be

tween their nature and that of the Germans0 
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In this connection, I must mention again the position of the 


indigenous officer and NGOs in regard to their legal status and their 


relations to the Germans« I have already mentioned that the authority 


to impose disciplinary measures rested with the Germans0 The fact 


that these indigenous commanders had positions rather than service 


ranks may have been one reason0 Thus, they were not captains, lieuten

ants, or corporals but company, platoon or group leaders0 Rank insig

nias wore chosen to fit tho position0 They did not have the German 


rank insignias0 This automatically put a halt to all intercourse be

tween Indigenous officers and German NGOs and enlisted personnel and 


created a completely ambiguous situation, since on the one hand the indig

enous volunteer officers insisted upon their status while on the other 


hand the German enlisted personnel failed to recognize them as officers 


and indeed could not recognize them as such according to the general Ger

man conceptiono At bost, they were regarded as something like special 


leaders, whose task has always been a very difficult one in the German 


a nay® 


In this respect as in others the promised equality of tho volun=> 


teers was not carried through in the desired manner and therefore became 


a source of many difficulties o 


3o The Turkic Pivjgiono 


The above description Illustrates in a limited way the development 


of tho volunteer problem as far as the Caucasian and Turkic peoples are 


concerned, up to the end of 194-20 By this time all the difficulties 


which have been mentioned had developed0 They would have seriously 
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endangered the entire program if they had not been remedied,, However, 


important successes were never achieved nor could this venture be 


regarded as a noticeable aid to the service under the circumstances0 

Theoretically speaking, further development was principally pos

sible in two directionso Either the limited authority of the indige

nous officers could have been broadened and the battalion command 


added to their responsibilities, whereby the unit would assume the 


character of an allied group, perhaps with a German liaison detachmento 


Or the volunteers might have been assigned to a formation much more 


heavily interspersed with Germans and placed them on a basis of com

plete equality with the Germans0 

In practice, only the second possibility was feasible* Therefore, 


all recommendations made by the command of the 162nd Infantry Division 


at that time followed this trend of thought* 


During the first half of the year, a great deal of experience was 


gathered which gradually led to the conviction that further activations 


of field battalions along previous lines was inappropriate and would 


never justify the effort* However,fee Idea of activating volunteer 


units was never entirely given up as it was believed that better results 


could be obtained by a different approach* The following considerations, 


which deviated considerably from those adopted by the higher commands at 


the beginning of the activation of the volunteer units and described 


above, were of a decisive nature* 


The activation of a combat unit in line with the original plans is 


entirely feasible* However, not all the peoples heretofore employed 
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in the legions are suitable for this purpose, but only those of Tur

kestan and Azerbaijan, who have proven to be the most dependableo 


The utilization of volunteers in pure by volunteer units with a 


limited German skeleton personnel under Indigenous command is inad

visable due to the confirmed unreliability of indigenous officers o 


Such organizations do not produce the desired results and merely en

danger the Gorman personnel, can even bring about a result contrary 


to German aims by going over to the partisans0 This fact was borne 


out by the conspiracies in the Armenian legion at Stalinskaya and 


Lokhvitsa which were not the only occurrences of the kindo 


The utilization of volunteers in a unit commanded by German offi

cers in which at first only about 50 percent of the overall strength 


is made up of indigenous volunteers seems to be a happy solution of the 


problem, provided that these volunteers have been very carefully chosen 


and that they are treated and regarded as on a par with the German sol

diers0 

This means also equal possibilities for promotion0 Thus, the cus

tom of appointing volunteers to a position as heretofore practiced, be

comes obsolete o Instead^ regular promotion to German military ranks 


must take place on the basis of the same principles as those applicable 


to Germans o 


Whether a superior officer is a German or an indigenous volunteer 


must be completely disregarded0 His -promotion should establish him as 


a full Pledged superior0 

The same care must also be used in selecting personnel for the German 
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part of the unito Allowances must be made during the time taken 


for activation for the exchange of unfit and inefficient men of all 


ranks o Only the best personnel should be good enough for such a unito 


The same principles must apply in equipping and arming this unito 


Mot any kind of captured materiel should be vised, but German weapons 


exclusively® 


Not the field battalion but the combat division should be frame

work in which this unit is to be activatedo The division should be 


activated along the lines of a regular German infantry division0 

Special disciplinary rules must be devised for the volunteers to 


maintain discipline0 These, however, must not be based upon the imag

ined inferiority of the volunteers but rather upon their own character

istics insofar as they differ from European customs0 Under no circum

stances should these rules be contrary to the volunteers0 conception of 


honoro 


It is very important that the volunteers, during their period of 


activation̂ , be kept away from the influence of the Russian civil inhab

itants ̂ as this may have a detrimental effect, as was demonstrated be

yond doubt during the investigation of the conspiracy caseQ The popu

lation was greatly disappointed in the Germans due to their policy re

garding Eastern labor as well as the method of administration practiced 


by the German civilian departments, which must result in an unfriendly 


attitude toward the Germans with a direct reflection upon the volun

teers in their intercourse with the population0 

The Division^ proposals were accepted and the transfer of the le

. gions from the Ukraine to the troop training grounds at Meuhammer was 
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orderedo The activation of the 162nd Inf Div (Turkic) commenced on 1 


June 1943o The organization of this Division was an experiment* The 


activations of the previous field battalions by Legion Headquarters in 


Poland were not discontinuedo The 162nd Infantry Division transferred 


members of tribes who were undesirable =>=> Georgians, North Caucasians, 


and Armenians to these battalionso Thus, the old and the new forms 


of volunteer units were permitted to exist side by side and remained 


so until the end of the war0 

The activation of the Turkic Division was preceded by very careful 


preparations o The compilation of the T/Oss and the establishing of tho 


numerical balance between Germans and volunteers was the personal work 


of the officers of the Division0 Contrary to conditions prevailing at 


tho beginning of tho activation of volunteer units, a greater number of 


actually experienced officers were now available to the Division0 These 


were mainly the commanders, officers^ and training officers of the field 


battalions activated in the Ukraine and which remained unassigned, rather 


than officers of the cadre personnel of the legions0 They had learned 


a great deal through daily contacts with the volunteers0 The proposals 


of the Division had been largely based on their reports0 They were 


also scheduled to form the cadre of the officers corps of the new Di

vision0 The older gentlemen from the headquarters of the Pf transit 


camps could not be considered for a field division because of their ago, 


and disappeared one after another as special assignment officers, which 


was rather fortunate as far as the units were concernedo 


Tho cadres of these new regiments were formed by the Turkestan and 
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Azerbaijan field battalions mentioned above0 The reduction in volun=. 


teers to 50 percent of the T/0 and the feeding of new volunteers into 


an assembly camp made it possible to eliminate all the elements which 


the German officers found unsuitable© The results of this screening, 


to which indigenous officers and the more intelligent privates were 


especially subjected, were very gratifyingo Such incidents as had 


occurred in the field battalions were never repeated in this new di

vision© 


The selection of German personnel from German replacement troop 


units by a representative of the Division was another important fac

tor© By this method the troop units which usually furnished such per

sonnel could no longer transfer undesirable elements0 Although the much 


favored principle of having men volunteer for such service could not be 


put into practice© The new troop units of the Division were given the 


right to release unsatisfactory Germans immediately and transfer them 


back to the replacement troop units, which in turn had to furnish new 


men* The fact that men who were unsatisfactory in the volunteer units 


because of their attitude and reluctance could soon be singled out, 


made it possible to replace them before their departure© 


Many officers expected that the greatest difficulties would result 


from living together with these foreign peoples© It soon became appar

ent that this uneasiness was generally unfounded0 Admittedly, there 


was a critical transition period during which the Germans had to get 


accustomed to the peculiarities of the volunteersQ However, the latter 


accepted surprisingly fast the mode of living of their German comrades0 
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A feeling of good comradeship developed which proved itself on many 


occasions and prevailed until the end of tho warG 

The promotion of volunteers never caused any friction with the 


Gorman troops according to my experience0 Later on, there even wore 


Turkic officers who had a very good service record with the Division0 

The system of having Germans command these units proved itself0 


It was, however, of groat importance that experienced officers who 


know what was required formed tho nucleus of the officers corps o Vol

unteers cannot be commanded in the "Prussian* manner applicable to 


German units o They came to us to fight in the ranks of the German 


amy for their native country0 As reverses occurred in the Bast, ex

pectations in this connection above began increasingly to disappear0 

It would bo foolish to believe that tho volunteers were slow to real

ize this fact as well as the deterioration of tho general war situa

tion as far as Germany was conceraedo It would have boon a great mistake 


to attempt to conceal tho true facts0 Tho comradeship which they never 


experienced in the Red Army as well as the relationship to the unit com

mander wore factors which induced them to stay with tho unito 


As time went on, it became more and more apparent that volunteer 


units should bo handled in tho same manner as a volunteer corps0 It was 


senseless to emphasize idealistic aspects, which meant nothing to them, 


but if they were made to idolize their commander and if they constantly 


sensed both the love and care of their superiors and the comradeship and 


respect of their German comrades j, they were never dis contentedo The en

tire command problem in the units of the Turkic Division, as is probably 
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true for all volunteer units in general, was the problem of the 


personality of the commanding officer0 


If a unit was headed by men who had succeeded in gaining the re

spect and love and thus the confidence of their volunteers, no diffil

culties were encountered© 


On the other hand it was also completely erroneous to assume that 


the volunteers had to be handled with kid gloves0 To the contrary^ 


they liked to be handled with firmness, they wanted to feel the guiding 


hand of a master, but they expected him to treat them in an absolutely 


just mannero The least semblance of injustice or of preferential treats 


ment for the Germans could do great harm0 They felt themselves to be 


German soldiers, and rightfully so0 

In order to safeguard the interests of the volunteers and to assist 


the German unit commander, Turkic special-missions staff officers were 


assigned to the battalions and independent regimental companies o They 


were, for instance, to be consulted in cases involving disciplinary ac

tion o They were intended to be mouthpieces for the volunteers before 


the unit commanders0 According to my experiences, they never played 


any important part simply because there was no necessity for such inter

mediaries O 


The language difficulties, which were an important factor as far 


as the command was concerned and which had played an important part in 


the field battalions, were not noticeable in the same degree in the Turkic 


Division© Through, their contacts with the German NGO°s and men, these 


volunteers managed to learn enough German in such a short time that both 
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parties could make themselves understood without difficulty0 


The solution of the volunteer problem as demonstrated by the 


Turkic Division proved itself to the utmosto The Division was com

mitted in Croatiaj, Istria, and Upper Italy during battles against 


partisans and in Central Italy in major combat, and had accomplished 


its missions o The Division was in combat until the last days of the 


war0 An incident of any kind resulted in complaints by German com

mands which generally failed to realize that similar incidents — 


such as stealing, or annoying women — also occurred in other troop 


unitso If criminal cases within the Division were compared as be

tween Germans and volunteers, the volunteers would not show up too 


badly <> The intention of the German commands to secure by means of 


volunteers an anxiliary armed force of real value was best realized 


by tho formation of the Turkic Division0 


Military and Political Education and Welfare 


Anything that is expected to thrive and attain durability needs 


a certain amount of oare„ The fact that the volunteers answered our 


call for enlistment and chose our side did not mean that our task was 


completedo It was most important that those who had enlisted primary 


ily for material reasons should also be won over in spirit0 The dif® 


fieulties which were encountered have been mentioned in the preceding 


page So Because of military reverses the recruiting slogan based on 


nationalism could not but lose their power of attraction in spite of 


their inestimable value0 Consequently considering the peculiar char

acter of the volunteers, there remained only two possible courses of 
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action8 to satisfy their desires regarding treatment and care and to 


establish spiritual bonds with their superiors and their German comradeso 


All these matters were generally neglected during the first period 


of activationo Neither propaganda and the distribution of pamphlets, 


nor gifts of merchandise sufficed to produce any tangible resultQ Re

garding propaganda the volunteers were very skeptical as a result of 


being over-fed with it in the Soviet Union0 An attempt should have 


been made to gain their affection, to understand them, and to learn how 


to treat them properlyo But in the beginning the necessary prerequisites 


for such an attempt were lacking, as the German personnel, completely 


ignorant in this field, were confronted with the task of painstakingly 


orienting themselves and getting experience© 


The best way of seeing to their needs was to treat them on a basis 


of equality with the German soldiers© Not only were the ambition and 


desire for honor of the volunteers satisfied but they also gained material 


satisfactiono Equal pay, rations, equal FX supplies, promotion and equal 


decorations — such things had a tremendous effect© But this did not 


take place until about the time of the activation of the Turkoman Divi

sion© For instance, the awarding of decoration especially to members 


of the Eastern tribes did not have the desired significance as long as 


they were not also worn by the Germans „ 


Important progress was made by permitting the volunteers to apply 

for leaves© Some were sent to leave centers while others were invited 

by German comrades to spend their leaves with them in their home country© 

Frequently volunteers went on leave to Germany by themselves© Broad
mindedness in this respect was very appropriate o I have never experienced 
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a single ease where the conduct of the volunteers on leave In Germany 


gave reason for complainto 


But of greater effect upon the attitude of the volunteers than 


all these welfare measures was tho example sot by their German superiors 


and comrades, and the desire of the latter to get an insight into the 


way of life of those entrusted to their care0 If this was successfully 


done, everything else was of secondary importance0 


As regards the Turkic Division, I attribute its efficiency to the 


fact that it possessed a cadre of officers and men thoroughly trained 


by the legions regarding the treatment of volunteers o They in turn were 


able to gather additional experience and to pass it on to the new German 


personnel which was gradually being asslgnedo Any directives issued by 


higher quarters in the form of Instructional pamphlets were of no avails 


no matter how well they were prepared,, According to my experience these 


wore collected and carefully filed away without having been read0 Even 


personal instruction failed to produce results0 Nothing but the prac° 


tical example and the background of tho individual was of decisive im~ 


portancoo 


A company commander who arranged an evening gathering for good fel» 


lowship between the Germans and the volunteers, where Turkestanian songs 


and dances were furnished by the volunteers and other attractions offered 


by the Germans^ one who succeeded in seeing to it that no one went too 


far and that no bad taste was left) one in whose company the Germans 


sang the songs of the volunteers along with them while on march -<=> which 


was very easy to do on account of their lack of melody — and the volunteers 
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in turn sang the songs of their German comrades — such a commander 


certainly was the most effective in looking after their needs o 


Any attempt by the Germans to live separately and to have sep

arate parties had to be suppressedo In view of the uncannily good 


secret service maintained by the volunteers, it could never have been 


kept secret regardless of effort o Things of this nature would only 


have sufficed to arouse their suspicion in regard to their equality© 


This should under no circumstances be tolerated© 


It was not at all necessary to overdo fraternization with the 


volunteerso As soon as they sensed the constant effort to look after 


them and the just treatment, they themselves made the overtures0 The 


limits were then drawn automatically o It was merely a matter of tact 


in which the Germans were more frequently the offenders than the vol

unteers© 


In conclusion a few words concerning religious care0 These mat

ters have frequently been overrated and their value overestimated, ac

cording to my experience© Admittedly, there were among the volunteers, 


especially among the Mohammedans, many who adhered strictly to the 


rites of their religion, especially as far as the celebration of their 


holidays was concerned o But although I from my own interests have 


watched the matter carefully, I could find little evidence that relig

ion had a strengthening or lasting effect among the volunteers0 The 


spiritual leaders had very little influence and, unfortunately, this 


influence was often detrimental to our cause© The first and for a long 
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time the sole esse of desertion in my unit was that of my mullah <>*) 

This case, however, was not tho only case in the history of the VO I  UZSR 

teer units0 It reminds me of tho case in the Ukraine period, of the 

division mullah of the 162nd Infantry Division, later regimental mul

lahp who deserted near Timini, his pockets well filled with moneyp and 

went to St0 Marino to open up a barG The money came from collections 

which the volunteers had taken up for religious purposes0 
It is obvious that there should be no interference with their re° 


ligious customs because this would have represented disrespect toward 


their religion and toward the volunteers themselveso It would, howeverp 

bo equally erroneous to expect positive advantages from cultivating their 


religious customs because such advantages would never materialize0 


sigoS Dr0 Hans-Guenther Seraphim 


*) Expounder of Mohammedan law and teachings0 
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Commanding Foreign Tribes 


(A study in military psychology based upon three years of experience 


with some forty tribes of tho Soviet Union § their training, education 


and battles on the German side during the Second World War)0 

lo In order to wage war, a nation11 s principal need besides the 


necessary materiel and raw material, is manpower o Every nation at war 


strives to secure as many men as possible, either at the expense of its 


own resources of human beings or by making treaties with other nations 


and also be recruiting volunteers from neutral and even from enemy 


countries o Whether or not a future atomic war will materially change 


this remains to be seen0 


During the Second World War, members of numerous tribes of the 


Soviet Union were fighting on the German side together with Spaniards, 


Walloonsp Dutchmen, Danes, even Frenchmen and Indians o The French and 


Dutch maintained foreign legions for some timoo Japanese have been 


fighting on side of the Americans o Whether or not the formation of 


the Seydlitz Army on the side of the Soviet Union has propagandistic 


or other significance remains to be seen0 


Obtaining volunteers from the enemy's side is always connected 


with a groat risko There is always a chance that those volunteers9 

at an opportune moment, may turn around and create a catastrophe dur

ing a critical situation0 It is therefore of extreme importance that 


the reasons prompting a change of sides should be carefully checked 


prior to employmento 
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H o It is essential to ascertain whether hunger forced the 


individual to enlist as volunteer, if he volunteered although he 


was well fed, or if mass suggestion played m parto Want and desper=> 


ation frequently induce people to make decisions which they Inter 


on regreto Men if bound only by oath will easily become subject to 


inner conflicts, if conditions which prompted them to change sides, 


are reversedo It should be realized that only few men made a change 


for idealistic reasons, many, however, had materialistic aims at heart0 

Ubi bene, ibi patriaQ*) 


As hundreds of thousands of volunteers from all the tribes of the 


Soviet Union began to arrive from the PW camps to enlist, it became 


immediately clear to us that their desire to fight Bolshevism, or as 


far as the Turkomans and Caucasians were concerned, to fight Russian 


imperialism, was only a false pretence6 More primitive reasons were 


behind their voluntary enlistment, such as a longing for freedom, bet^ 


ter food rations9 better quarters and clothes, relations with women, 


a longing for their home country to which they hoped to return soon with 


our help or even through desertion0 Besides these true qateyi^lists 


there was a group of opportunistsn people who were impressed by the su

periority of our arms at the beginning of the war, who believed in our 


final victory and who, because of personal advantages which a timely 


change of sides would bring, chose to join our ranks0 The third and 


by far not the largest group was the one of the true idealists» These 


*) a latin proverb meanings My country is where I prosper0 
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were men who themselves or through their families had suffered under 


tho Bolshevist regime or who disavowed it for religious8 ethical r, 


or other reasons0 Furthermore there wore members of border tribes 


from tho Caucasus territory and Turkestan who regarded the Russian 


regime as one of oppression and wanted to liberate their countries0 

This triple division into materialists, opportunists and ideals 


ists has always existed in a similar form with all foreign volunteers 


of earlier wars and will remain so in the future0 It is advisable 


to bear this uppermost in mind if one is to become commander of vol° 


unteer units in critical times0 The opportunist is the poorest risko 


As soon as he realizes that he has put his money on the wrong horse, 


he regrets his mistake and attempts to ball out at the opportune mom

ent ̂ either through desertion or by joining the enemy or the parti

sans0 If at all possible, he will prior to his desertion commit acts 


of sabotage or treason^ in order to be well received when he turns o 


Tho materialist is not different from the mercenary who only does his 


part willingly as long as he is personally satisfiedo Higher ideals9 

for which one would sacrifice his llfec, are of course lacking0 Only 


tho idealist possesses such faculties0 It is, however, difficult to 


ascertain how deeply his feeling is actually rooted, if he is strong 


enough in his convictions to weather possible doubts0 


Tho changing of sides by the volunteers of the Eastern tribes 


who joined our side during the Second World War had tho following eon-


sequences 8 With their decision to enlist, they burned all bridges behind 


th@K0 In the eyes of the Russians they were traitors0 If they were 
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captured by the Russians they were tortured to death, their relatives 


were sent to concentration camps0 Entire tribes which had contributed 


an especially large number of volunteers were deported0 If by chance 


volunteers and Eastern workers met on German soil during leave, the 


former were often insulted by the latter0 They did not mind this 


as long as they believed In the final German victory and were convinced 


that they had bet on the right horse0 With the dwindling chances for 


victory, their moral depression increasedo Mow was the time for the 


Germans to see to it that these people found a piece of their own home 


country within the organization where they could be happy0 


XIXo Unfortunately, the attitude of many German commands and 


dividuals, mostly outside of the volunteer units, toward our Eastern 


volunteers was completely wrong up to the Xast0 They regarded them as 


former fWs who should deem it a favor to be allowed to fight for us0 

They should have realized that under these difficult circumstances every 


one was welcome who wanted to cast his lot with our side0 Others9 in

fluenced by bad Nazi propaganda, regarded them as inferior people who 


should be treated with a certain amount of superiority0 They also r©= 


sented them as deserters, misjudging the aspiration of the Turkomans 


and Caucasians to gain freedom, instead of supporting them in their ef® 


fortso Our foolish racial propaganda had a most detrimental effect0 

Members of the Turkestan and Tartar tribes of Mongolian type, which we 


disliked most, were very numerous in the volunteer units0 They were 


depicted in the illustrated newspapers and weekly journals as "the scum 


of the earth" and "Stalin°s most devoted friendsoH However, Stalin°s 
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most ardent enemies could be found especially among these people0 

It is obvious that such newspaper propaganda would have a detrimental 


effect upon the volunteers0 


The efficiency of every volunteer unit depends upon the friendly 


attitude of the skeleton personnel toward the volunteers0 It must b© 


based upon mutual respect and confidence0 Commanding foreign tribes 


is one of the most important and finest missions to be accomplished by 


a soldiero An officer who succeeds in capturing the hearts of the for

eign people entrusted to him not only scores a temporary success but 


accomplishes something of a lasting value0 The goodwill which was spread 


by the skeleton personnel of tho Prussian Jgr Bn 27 during the First 


World War while they were charged with the training of Finnish volun

teers was still remembered twenty-five years later during the Second 


World WarQ May this feeling of goodwill live on in the future and tend 


to wipe out the hatred among peoples, may pleasant contacts established 


during the war serve to create a better understanding in peace0 Unfor° 


tunately^ the skeleton personnel selected was often very bad in the be

ginningo Seme units failed to realize that the few Germans assigned to 


each volunteer unit represented the German people as a whole, that they 


would serve as an example under all conditions0 They took this oppor

tunity to rid themselves of unscrupulous elements, which caused £ncal= 


culable damage in the volunteer units o 


Only men with tact and Intelligence who wore fully conscious of tho 


responsibility and the importance of their mission should have beem 
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selected &s skeleton personnel* Especially useful were men who had 


lived and gained experience abroad* Men who could handle foreign 


people, understood their deviating conceptions, morals, and customs 


and were able to display a positive attitude toward their subordinates* 


The knowledge of their language was desirable but not absolutely neces° 


8ary0 


As commander of the Eastern legions and 162 (Turkoman) Division 


in Italy, I concentrated my efforts upon the training of the German 


skeleton personnel for this special mission* The following measures 


proved themselves 8 


a0 An introductory course of six days for new personnel^ 


bo Handing out thousands of printed booklets dealing with 


the treatment of volunteers 


military political guidance 


handling of discipline 


directives concerning training 


duties of the medical officer, the interpreter, etc0g 


Co Opening special files on "Treatment of volunteers* by 


each battalion to collect the abovec*entioned booklets 


and other pertinent material £ 


do Monthly publication of newly gained experiences* Report^ 


ing mistakes made in the treatment of volunteers, keeping 


in mind that one can profit by mistakes o 


e0 Briefing of the German personnel by the division commander 


personally^ 
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f o Monthly success reports of all troop units to tho div&=> 


si on concerning briefing of skeleton personnel0 Special 


emphasis to be put on the fact that any kind of mistreat

ment, physically or mentally0 or tacit consent to ite was 


strictly forbidden^ 


go Publication of a special news bulletin by the General of 


the Volunteer Units for the German personnel, to create an 


exceptional esprit do corps and pride in their missionQ 

It may seem as if matters were overdone but such was not the caseQ 


Ike repeated mistakes made in treating the volunteers which perhaps were 


principally due te thoughtlessness rather than te lack of goodwill proved 


this facto The task of the skeleton personnel assigned to a unit of for» 


elgn volunteers is considerably more difficult and thankless than that in 


any other unito At the end of the day, when off duty, one can become ones 


own self again o In volunteer units the individual must remain the exem

plary soldier at all times o He must display interest in the welfare of 


the men entrusted to him oven while off duty0 The best possibility for 


exerting influence and educating his men is during off-duty hours0 Tke 


Eastern volunteers valued it very highly if German comrades devoted seme 


of their free time to the®, especially when they felt that if was done 


voluntarily rather than upon ordersQ The volunteers loved to entertain 


them with their homemade string instruments, the Georgian jemgure, the 


Usbek tomtom, etcOD with songs of their homeland and with dances0 They 


rejoiced when their performances were appredatedo Why should we not 


grant them this pleasure? Why should we not indicate that we liked their 
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unmelodic nuaic to which we were not accustomed? Many of us were 

unable to do thato They felt th-̂ t they were physically not in a po

sition to endure t-h© strange smell of their bodies, their monotonous 


songs, their slant-eyed faces, thair often repulsive customs, the 


strange soundso From their personal experiences on the Eastern front 


they recalled the dreadful atrocities committed against their com

rades and suddenly believed that they recognized the culprits or their 


brothers among the volunteers0 They had the best intentions but were 


unable to accomplish their mission0 Believing them was the only solu

tion o Besides these sensitive men there were the lazy onej^ who were 


only interested in making life easy for themselves at the expense of 


the volunteerso In addition there were the stupid ones, who only 


cursed instead of helping to educate and who, instead of displaying a 


willingness to serve, undermined all efforto However, I am happy to be 


in a position to conclude this chapter with the statement that the great 


majority of the German skeleton personnel splendidly accomplished their 


mission through understanding, patience and love, which became increase 


ingly difficult toward the end of the warQ The fact that the volunteer 


units stayed on our side when our last ally had deserted U3, the fact 


that during the last hours not a single shot was fired by an Eastern 


volunteer against one of his German comrades, proves the correctness of 


my statementso 


IVo Eastern Volunteers, 


One who intends to command men must understand them0 He must per

ceive their troubles and tribulations, their dispositions, desires and 
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expectationso The majority of our Eastern volunteers joined our side 


via a FW campp having either been captured or having desertedo The 


greater part had spent the severe winter months of 194X=>42, with all 


their hardships9 on our side, behind barbed wire0 This had made a 


deep impression upon them and produced the following oonsequencess 


distrust and the urge to stealo Conditions in the camps in Germany 


during this winter wore extremely poor0 I am only mentioning this 


faotp because we had to take this into consideration without being in 


a position to judge whether these tremendous problems of bringing back0 

supplying, and sheltering these masses, as well as giving them medical 


attention could have been solved in a better manner o The plain Russian 


people looked up to the Germans in silent admiration prior to 1941 o 


They regarded their technical and cultural achievements and the direct


effect upon Russia with appreciation Russian FWs who had returned to 


their homeland from Germany after the First World War were in most 


cases enthusiastic propagandists for the German cause and the German 


way of life q German colonists on the banks of the Volga and in southern 


Russia^ German engineers and technicians everywhere had demonstrated 


German efficiency to thea0 The beginning of hostilities in 194XS their 

severeness 

/and rigorous persuasion as well as the experiences gained in captivity 


during the winter of 1941-42p destroyed every feeling of respect and 


created disappointment, hatred^ and mistrust0 When Turkic and Caucasian 


tribesmen were released from the FW wuaps and had the ehoice between fights 


ing for us with or without weapons ©r working for us» the Reich government 


had not as yet indicated the specifi© political purpose behind this 
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employmentp so that the volunteers suspected that they were only-


wanted as cannon fodder0 This conception was strengthened when 


they began to feel that they were regarded as inferior people0 Their 


efficiency, which is essential if a soldier is to discharge his duties 

properly was thus impairedo 


(It should be pointed out that our Eastern volunteers had not ac
already 


quired this feeling of mistrust in captivity but that it/axisted and 


had only been strengthened during that time0 It was simply a part of 


their make-up resulting from experiences in Bolshevik Russia where 


promises were made but never kept0) 


The second aftereffect of their captivity was, at least during the 


first few jaonths, the almost diseaselike epld^ic for obtaining addi

tional food rationso They were trading blankets or uniforms and began 


to steal despite the fact that sufficient food had been provided as they 


readily admittedo It is possible that this urge was the result of pre^ 


vious winters of starvation in the Soviet Union0 

Members of the Eastern tribes have very little in common with the 


people of West^European countries0 While the latter are predominantly 

individualists by inclination, the majority of the former are emotional 


who 

peopl^ under the influence of alcohol or?'due to bloodthirstiness often 


become unmanageable and undisciplinedo The loss of freedom often means 


more to them than life0 They fail to understand the desire of the 


West"Europeans for Isolation and privacy^ They like to live close to

gether0 They feel strong as a whole but-lonely if alone0 Hence, they 


fight close together despite heavy casualties resulting from this pecu

liarity, and are inefficient when left alone0 They are peoclq o£ £ 
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^Is^offit^oa and behave in the manner in which they are 


talked to0 They can easily be influenced^ for good or evilo It ^  ̂ 


was therefore necessary, to appeal to their honor in order to make 


then less attentive to the enemy°s whispering campaign^ Their sense 


of honor was generally very strongly developed, which Bade them very 


sensitive as far as minor insults were concerned0 They sometimes re= 


membered injustices for a long timeQ Qnee a German sergeant took a 


good horse away from a Kabardin platoon commander because he wanted 


to ride it himself o While the former begged not to take it away from 


him the sergeant replleds "Go and got yourself a horse from Stalin0* 


He followed this advice by deserting one-month later, to avenge himself0 

Their sense of honor, howeverg did not prevent the volunteers fTcm 


iylag during court hearings0 lying was one of their most reliable means 


of defense o They did not hesitate to denounce or falsely accuse a third 


person0 Unfortunately, many a German believed them<> It happened £re~ 


quently that an "Eastern Battalion^,* due to some denunciation to the 


effect that one of its volunteers had made pr®^Bolshevik remarks^ trans® 


ferred the oulprit to a "ItGamp" (a camp for politically unreliable peo

ple) only to realize later that this man actually was an honest and r@» 


liable person who had threatened to report the real culprit^ who in turn 


had beaten him to ito Sometimes suish mistakes could be rectified, but 


frequently such mistakes went by unnoticed0 Each battalion strove to 


rid Itself of a U unreliable elements which possibly could form a Bolshe

vik group by sending them to a *tt°camp" upon the least suspicion, espe©° 


iallyp as life in these camps was quite tolerable0 Sad experiences 
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gained daring the time of commitment prompted commanders to effect 

such transfers when a few instigators threatened to spoil a whole 

unit or when German commanders took the desertion of but few vol

unteers too serioualy0 They believed that their entire unit was bad, 

not realizing that this was but a wholesome purifying processo A 

superior officer was always in a quandary whether or not he had trans

ferred the right person0 There was always a possibility that he had 

transferred an honest man who had openly spoken his mind while the 

wrong person, the sly individual, had been retainedo X recall vividly 

a case where a battalion commander requested the transfer of a VOIUEF* 

teer because he was said to have made the following statements " G o o r 

ditions on Stalin °s side are much better than over here0* I requested 

a thorough investigation to learn if the man was not right in his asser« 

tion — and he was righto It was not he~who was transferred but members 

of the German personnel0 This volunteer later faithfully did his duty 

to the lasto 

In characterizing the men of the Eastern tribes it mist be added 


that the members of the more primitive tribes failed to share our ©onp 


cepts of punctuality, cleanliness, orders and devotion to duty0 "Haste 


is the work of the devil" is one of Mchammed"s sayings which is strictly 


observedo This does not hold true when these people are on horseback0 

The poor horse is driven to give his lasto The majority of them grew 


up without a watch© Any volunteer who possessed one was more inter

ested in it as a toy than as a timepiece & It was not important whether 


or not it kept accurate time but rather that it ticked loudly0 
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From a military point of view it must be stated that tho Eastern 


volunteers were physically stranger but psychologically weaker than 


the Western European soldier0 The former did not bear up in major 


combat^ under strong artillery fire or fighter bomber or tank attacksQ 

The urge for self-preservation was greater than the will to fight0 

Some single praiseworthy deeds confirm the ruleQ This was not surprislngo 


A clear conception as to the necessity of extreme effort was completely 


lackingo The maintalnance of close contact with his homeland through 


leave and the use of postal facilities^ one of the strongest motives bo= 


hind the Gorman soldier, was of no importance to the volunteerso They 


had not been in contact with their families for maay years and had every 


reason to be uneasy as to their welfare0 


Their close contact with nature facilitated their agile movements 


in the terrain, especially at night and in the woods0 Their eyesight was 


excellent^ which permitted them to make out planes in the sky at night o 


They were also good marksmen and excellent in the use of entrenching 


tools o Some displayed an unusual eagerness to learn and also possessed a 


great mental capacity0 Being very gifted-as far as languages were con

cernedp they quickly learned German as well as French and Italian while 


they wore stationed in these countries o Being greatly interested in te@h<=> 


nical things they grasped the handling of weapons quiekly0 As stragglers 


or while running for air cover, they did not part with their weapons as 


easily as the Western European soldier0 This was confirmed time and again 


by the staffs in rearward positions0 Nothing could raise the morale of 


the volunteers more than equipping them with good modem weapons while 
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nothing could lower their spirits more than having these weapons sud

denly taken away from them and given to some German unit0 Their fir= 


ing discipline was very badQ Our endeavor to get a hit with every shot 


and to use ammunition sparingly was never completely understood by the 


volunteers o Their senseless shooting during each fight led to an un=> 


bounded squandering of ammunition0 My attempt to stop this dangerous 


mania by depriving the volunteers of their food rations in order to bring 


them back to their senses was in vain0 they began to pool their food 


supplies and divided them evenly among their comradeso The conmander 


of the especially shot-happy North Caucasians, who after duty hours were 


merrily firing into the air the ammunition which they had put aside dur^ 


ing their training period, personally brought another box of ammunition 


to their quarters and informed them8 "When you are through shooting off 


this ammunition, there will be no more0" It is especially important to 


keep ammunition locked up during a train rideQ It should, however, be 


handy in case of danger0 An equal lack of understanding for rationing 


prevailed everywhere, especially as far as food was coneernedo Planned 


economy was unknown to them0 A two°day ration was consumed in one single 


sittingo Careful rationing was therefore in order o 


The attitude of the Eastern soldier toward his superior deviates 


completely from our conception0 He regards his superior as his master who 


without a question has more rights than himselfo Eastern tribe officers 


fetched double rations from the mess for 'themselves and demanded the 


best quarters without any of his men giving it as much as a thought<> The 


German officer, however, who according to our conception, was the last one 
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to go to the field kitchen after all of his sen had been taken care 


ofj) or who shared his quarters with them^ did not enjoy greater re

spect bat was treated with a condescending smile0 


Every Eastern volunteer regards it as a special honor if he 


could do a favor to a superior to whom he had taken a liking0 He 


is full of pride if he is permitted to carry his coat for hours in 


the heat and feels greatly rewarded if given a word of thanks or a 


handshake o It would have been a great mistake to offer him a cigar

ette o His pride would have been greatly hurt, feeling that he was 


being paidQ 


One of the principal characteristics, especially of the most 


primitive of our Eastern volunteers, was their willingness to serve 


and their gratefulness toward the master who treated them wello He 


could entrust them with everything he owned^ they would never steal 


a thing but would rather steal something for him0 Placing confidence 


in them improved their hone sty f distrust, however ̂ led them astray0 

I recall a very long and strenuous daty of fighting0 Being very hungry 


when I arrived at an Azerbaijan battalion which was about to distribute 


food rations, I asked for a slice of dry bread0 X stepped back into my 


car and slowly drove off again when I suddenly noticed a volunteer run

ning after my carQ He handed me some butter and a piece of cheese, his 


entire supper ration0 X would have offended him if I had rejected his 


offer or had compensated him with some favor0 


They never spared their horses0 When the Germans dismounted and 


led their horses uphill or downhill, they acted very surprisedo Al

though the Turkestanians displayed a great love for animals it was their 
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conception that the purpose of the horse was to spare the man0 The 


Turkestanian reconnaissance battalion of my Division gave excellent 


proof of this in ItalyG 

Conclusions drawn from the above indicate that it was allright for 


an officer of an Eastern volunteer unit to go first to the field kitchen 


to fetch a single portion but he must be mindful that the last man of 


his unit was also taken care of0 He should dismount, going uphill or 


downhill, but should be mindful that all riders follow suite 


llany of our Turkestan volunteers were orthodox Mohammedans0 As 


faithful followers of Islam they could under no cirumstances be Bolshe

vists0 It was therefore obvious that we took great pains to further 


Mohamedanlsm in our volunteer units in any way possible o This was ac

complished in our Unit in the following manners 


lo By selecting suitable men as mullahs and having them trained 


by especially picked men at the mullah schools at Goettingen and Dresden^ 


BlasewitZo 


Zo By establishing positions of chief mullah and mullah positions 


at the division staff, lower staff, company level, etc0 


3« By designating the mullahs with special insignias (turban and 


half-moon) and rank (chief mullahs had officer rank) o 


4o By issuing Korans (in miniature as talismans )o 


5o By permitting prayer hours in the morning, noon, and evening, 


and instruction periods by the mullah, as long as it did not interfere 


with duty0 

6« By keeping Friday afternoons free of duty, also the important 
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Mohammedian holidays (Ramadan, Kurban-beiran9 Mohammed °s birthday^ 


etc <,)o 


7« By adjusting tho bill of faro in accordance with their 


fasting customs0 

80 By reserving mutton and rice for the celebrations« 


9© By lining up the graves with a compass in the direction of 


Mecca o Erecting of grave markers with a half-moon instead of the cross0 

10o By respecting their religion and their rites 9 


It was regarded as exceedingly tactless to stare at them during 


prayers or even to photograph them» The distasteful slaughtering of 


sheep is a rite based upon climatic conditions and should not cause any

one to make disparaging remarks o Orthodox Mohammedans never drink alco

holic beverages and are very sensitive as far as women are concemedo 


One should never ask about the female members of their families0 Their 


sense of hospitality is very pronounced0 They feel obliged to present 


the guest with their best possession if he displays a fondness for it, 


even if it breaks their heart o Care therefore should be exercised in 


tho exchange of conventional courtesies so that no unintended force is 


exerted0 


Any faithful Christian will always got along with a faithful Moham

medan0 The unfaithful men of the skeleton personnel caused much damage 


through disparaging remarks and tactless actions and thus harmed the 


prestige of the German people0 Unfortunately, many We stern-European 


women acted in the same manner0 Their modesty, dress conduct^ and be° 


havier compares unfavorably with that of their Oriental sisters0 
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The relation between sexes differs greatly from that ef Western 


Europe and the entire Soviet Union* Due to the fact that people im 

the Soviet Union live and work closely together, their relations are 

rather natural* The women are usually of a more rugged constitution 

than those in the West, do not mind heavy work, and in some cases, 

as customary in the Orient, do the heaviest work* In addition, they 

give birth to a groat number of healthy children* The woman never ex
pects any kind of consideration from her husband such as 

his seat in an overcrowded streetcar or asking her to step ahead while 

standing in line* Flirtations are unknown to them. If one looks at a 

pretty woman admiringly for a long time she is apt to ask if there is 

a spot on her nose* She restrains herself greatly and does not indulge 

in or otic adventures before marriage. The depicting of nude people as 

art objects or in magazines is frowned upon* The volunteers, while sta
tioned in Westerns-European countries, regarded the lack of modesty by the 

woman as a kind of encouragement which entitled them to overstep their 

bounds* They were later on greatly surprised when called to account* 

Our laws which were to safeguard "the purity of the German blood,* thus 

forbidding marriages between volunteers and German women, created resent* 

stent* They were always happy when together with women and courted them 

in their own manner by performing their powerful tribal dances* I re
call a case where men of the German personnel fr perhaps also the girls 

who wanted to get rid of them because if their undeslred competition, 

reminded them of the curfew hour and wanted to send them book to their 

barracks* The ancient instincts — the fight for tke women — was aroused 


and a fight started* The conclusions start a party together and finish 
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it together orv arrange a party inconspicuously without the volunteers0 


V0 j g fea H i Rfqulrqae^ P«rivedflSSS & Better fa* 


frrgtamftqg SL tta CMfftgtyWffg £ft Bagtem To^eere be 

mittrt as ̂ fllflMfffiT Relations Between them and the Skeleton Per° 

sonnelt 


A0 ififtrmw 

1« Volunteer units are chance formations whose combat effl» 


ciency decreases in the same ratio as the oharnoe for victory deterioT̂  

ateso 


20 Their utilization however is limitedo They are not suitable 

for commitment in large scale operations0 Only heavy interspersing with 

skeleton personnel will permit their employment in major actions o The 

identity of a volunteer unit will be lost if an excessive amount of skel° 

etea personnel is employedo The volunteers will bee one auxiliary volu»= 

tears and lose their chances for promotion0 Unsatisfied ambition creates 

dissatisfactiono If Germans were employed in a unit at am excessive rate 

chances are that their selection would be less carefulQ Thus mistakes in 

the treatment of volunteers will become more numerous0 One nan can de 

more harm in this case then ten cam do goodo One single mistake might be 

discussed for several months while good treatment is always accepted as a 

matter of facto 


3o Ccmmltting volunteers against their own country cannot be 

reoemmendedo It is only feasible if advances are successful̂  a faet which 

cannot always bo guaranteed,. Fighting their own fellow-countrymen or 
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«r perhaps their bleed relations, in countries where polygamy Is 

permitted often leads to inner conflicts as far as the volunteers are 

concemedo Gruesome acts of vengeance will occur on both sides, but 

predominantly against volunteers0 As a result the latter were careful 

in exposing themselves to danger during combat to avoid being captured 

and torturedo They had also to be mindful that their next ef kin would 

be held co-responsible for their acts0 This was frequently the reason 

for making false entries in the papers0 The possibility that they 

might fall into the hands of the enemy had always to be reckoned witho 


4o Since the quality of the unit and not the number of men is of 

decisive importance in combat it behooves the skeleton personnel to treat 

the volunteers in such a manner that they will become fullfledged fellow 

combatants0 The following requirements are the result of the above in
ferences, which apply to all who come in direct contact with Eastern 

volunteerso 


Bo Requirements (in addition to those mentioned on page 62) 

The following question should be asked* "What do the volunteers meam 


to us and what do we mean to them?" For our sake, they burned all bridges 

behind them, they gave up their homeland, their families, their past and, 

without our final victory, also their future0 Thousands sacrificed their 

lives and their healthc Therefore, it was our primary mission to make 

their present life as pleasant as possible0 They should feel completely 

at heme in their volunteerunit and enjoy life there0 Besides, in case 

of physloal incapacitation, they should be taken care of on German soll0 

Based upon those deliberations, the general of the volunteer units, 
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Gem Keestring, arrived at a conclusion te put the volunteers en a par 


with the German soldiers, that is, to give them equal rights with equal 


lo Just treatment is the best means of removing old distrust, pro

viding it covers all phases of the life of a soldiero This sounds rela

tively easy but only too frequently did violations occur0 Subterfuges 


were always handy to circumvent this equalization0 Vhen clothing was 


issued* the skeleton personnel picked the best pieces, giving the excuse 


that the volunteers were less careful0 It must be admitted that they 


treated old clothing badly, instead of using needle and thread for neces

sary repairs they even used a knife in order to get into possession ef new 


pieces sooner0 However, only after they had demonstrated that they fail 


to take proper care of new clothes should they be disregarded when new 


things are issuedo 


When it beoomes evident that the volunteers like to get intoxicated 


when alcoholic beverages were Issued, the total quantity should be given out 


but in small portions0 If they are not interested in certain FX sales items 


(eago, coffee) or if they are not permitted te receive tobacco rations be

cause they are hospitalized, it would be absolutely unjust to distribute 


their rations among the skeleton personnel without giving them something in 


exchangee 


It would also be a mistake to give them only makhorka cigarettes and 


to reserve the better brands for the skeleton personnel0 This should 


have at least been discussed with them beforehand and some agreement em 


this issue should be reachedo 
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Speclal~mis sions staff officers from each battalion from the tribe 


ef the volunteers, sheuld be present when rations are Issued so that 

all distrust is removed from the very beginningQ 


The volunteers sheuld also be treated en a par. with the Germans as 

far as quarters and leaves are cenoermedo Also in case ef illnessa when 

they are wounded or disabled, and especially when the use of artificial 

limbs becomes necessary or their reeducation for new civilian jobs 

becomes imperative0 As in tho latter case military authority overlapped 

with civilian authority, a thorough re~erlentation was sometimes in order 

te remove any prejudices against the Eastern volunteers which frequently 

were the result ef party teachings0 


20 Up te this point the equal rights ef tho volunteers have been 

discussed, new I shall relate the equality ef their obligations o Since 

the majority ef the volunteers were unable te fulfill even the smallest 

duties without supervision, they had te bo taught to do st>» A good ex= 

ample is always the best means of education0 The performance of duties 

must be rigidly policed in a volunteer unit so that nobody gets accustemed 

to any bad habits0 The volunteers had already been used te strict disci° 

plino since their time in the Red Army0 However, one who expects much 

must himself perform wello He must be kind-hearted as well as stricto; Te 

be kind does net mean to be weak, a fact which was always misconstrued and 

taken advantage of0 


3o The main object was to gain the confidence of the volunteersp as 

already mentioned, by treating them fair and square0 It was entirely 

wrong te make clumsy approaches o Despite all feelings of comradeship, the 
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skeleton personnel bad to observe a certain distance in order to pre

serve respecto It was a great mistake if a superior, attempting to 


gain their confidence, acquiescently tolerated excesses toward the 


populationo He thus undermined all discipline and found himself unable 


to act in a critical situation0 Joint violations of regulations by Ger= 


mans and volunteers seriously imperiled the prestige ef the skeleton 


personnel in the eyes of the straight thinking, better class of volun

teers o 


Confidence is based upon respect0 The soldier always has great re

spect for a superior who is efficient0 The best conditions, as far as 


confidence is concerned, prevailed in volunteer units where mutual re

spect prevailedo The Germans in this case realized that the volunteers 


were sens ef ancient civilized tribes and that they had sacrificed much, 


and that their capabilities were limited but their eagerness te serve 


should be regarded as an achievemento They maintained a good comrade-


like attitude toward the volunteers and served as an example of punctuality, 


cleanliness, order, and the performance of duties0 


The volunteers were always deeply impressed by the demonstration of 


true German cwradeship and assured us time and again that such close con

tact between officers, nea-cmnmissiened officers, and men never existed 


in the Bed Army0 They were always very enthusiastic in their letters te 


friends and other comrades stating, e0go, "Yesterday, we celebrated Ramadan0 

My sergeant and also my first lieutenant were sitting next te me0 He knew 


every one of us by name, knew where I came from, and even drank once out 


of my glasso" 
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Evenings must be arranged with tke purpose la Bind of fostering 


good comrade ship and getting better acquainted© A joint drinking 


orgy never serves this purpose as very few behave in a becoming ma** 


ner0 Joint singing fosters friendshipo Volunteers sang German songs 


and Germans sang Turkestan and Azerbaijan songs in my Division staff 


headquarterso Many a prize contest was conducted jointly0 


U* Delicacy e£ feeling as far as their sense of honor is concerned 


must be tactfully ebservedo Any offense or neglect in word or deed 


Bust bo aveidedo Curses and pet names, foolish talk and constant crit

icism create displeasure and do not make for better performance0 That 


their performance could not be compared with that of the German soldiers 


is obvious for above-mentioned reasons « 


Rudeness was regarded as lade of culture and had no effect0 The 


greatest insult was -physical punishments The Red Army had abolished 


this and propagandized it as a great cultural achievement maintaining 


that this type of punishment was an everyday affair in the German ffehr» 


machto Anyone employing this forbidden practice proved the correctness ef 


the Bolshevist propaganda and the volunteers deduced that if the prepagan~ 


da was correct in this point it must also be right in others,, There were 


also eases in which Eastern non-commissioned officers offered the German 


personnel their help in bringing seme stubborn volunteer te his senses0 

To tolerate such retribution quietly was a measure which should also be 


condemned* At times punishment was administered under tho pretense that 


it had been ordered by the Germanso Xt served the purpese ef Bolshevist^ 


ically inclined non-commissioned officers who attempted to undermine the 
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volunteers0 eagerness te serve and thus spelled the limit0 The use 


ef the familiar *Du* by superiors was alse frowned upenG The Bed 


A m y had abolished it and a re-introduction would be regarded as a 


step backwardo 


5o The principal difficulties in mutual understanding were the 


differences in languages8 We, on our side, had as good as no Turkoman 


interpreters o We therefore tried te make ourselves understood in either 


Russian or German0 The cemmand language was German, but beyond that, 


only very few understood the language o Russian was the language of the 


common foe and therefore was not used too frequently by Turkestanians 


and Caucasians| besides it was not understood by the majority of the 


volunteers o Coarades had to translate the Russian language to the lat

ter but the translation could very rarely be checked as to its accuracy*. 


It was therefore imperative te speak simply, te form short sentencesg 

te symbolize everything that was said and above all to have patience,» 


Failure te carry out orders was often due net te unwillingness but rather 


because the order had net been correctly understood0 Frequently a speech 


missed its purpose because the interpreter made a bad job of lt0 Instead 


ef being given the speech beforehand to prepare himself, the interpreter 


was compelled to give a running translation, which only very few can do 


satisfactorilyo It is always a make-shift arrangement te make oneself 


understood through the medium ef an interpreter as the personal effect 


of the cemmander is lesto The volunteers learned te speak German faster 


than we were able te learn the Eastern languages0 X had instructional 


pamphlets printed under the captions "You must be able to say this in 
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Turkestan or Azerbaijan0* These were words and sentences used in daily 


intercourse with volunteers <> They were to demonstrate to them that we 


were eager to converse with them in their mother=tongue0 Thus, these 


pamphlets served the purpose of establishing a still closer contact0 


60 The volunteers were very critical and compared any measure with 


that of the Red ksmyQ They preferred to carry out orders whose mean= 


Ing they understood0 Blind obedlanoe is not one of their habits o There

fore, orders should be explained to them if their purpose is not immedi

ately discernibleo 


Vie Ifee SQldlers" Tonics o£ Conversation 


If an officer is interested enough to see his soldiers happy in their 


field unit during war, he should listen to their "topics of conversation" 


and ascertain whether or not their problems have been satisfactorily solved© 


Frequently, varying as to the order of discussion, the topics were8 


Topic 1 Leave and women 
M 2 Sating, drinking, and smoking 

" 3 Promotions and decorations 

It is doubtless of interest to learn how these problems were solved 


in our volunteer units0 

Ao 


Every year the German soldier was allowed to go home to his family0 

The volunteers, however, were without a country and had lost almost all 


members of their family0 With or without the aid of the Eastern Ministry 


(Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories) the legions and other 


troop units began to establish leave centers for volunteers o My 162 
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(Turk) Jgr Division, eogop had their leave center at the Lido in Ven

ice where they could live in peace and resto Capable directors ar° 


ranged small trips and evenings of entertainment to offer some di° 


version and stimulation0 


Unfortunately, tho number of vacancies and leave centers was not 


commensurate with the demand o All grades of tho skeleton personnel 


co-operated to a great extent by inviting some volunteer to spend his 


leave with him and his familyo The establishing of leave quarters in 


barracks located in beautiful surroundings in medium sized cities as 


well as the taking care of volunteers by replacement troop units had 


been planned but was too late to be put into effecto It would have 


been unjust to grant the Germans leave every year and the volunteers 


every two or three years0 Same units solved this problem by sending 


the volunteers far to the rear into tho supply areas, where they wore 


not required to live by the clock, had no superiors, and could take it 


easy^ a life which every soldier appreciates o In close relation to the 


above is the subjects 


Bo Women 


The longer the war lasted the more remote became the possibility 


of the volunteers3 returning to their homelando Therefore, tho praeti° 


©ability of marrying in Germany or in other occupied countries became a 


point of discussion0 If a volunteer had wife and child on our side, there 


was little chance that he would run away0 Within the Government-General 


Area there were many Polish women who married volunteersQ Our laws, 


however, forbade such marriages with German women0 For this reason^ 
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attempts were made to have female Eastern workers meet the volunteers, 


and quarters were made available in the camps of the former where mar

ried volunteers could spend their leaves0 Those who had ne intention 


of marrying got acquainted by themselves0 Many, however, attempted 


to use force when women, because of the language barrier or perhaps 


for racial or other reasons, failed to co-operate0 In order to protect 


these women or girls and to maintain the prestige of the troop, the es

tablishing of brothels in the camping area, under medical supervision, 


was found advisable0 The mullahs were strictly against such an insti

tution but I disregarded their protests for the above-mentioned reasons0 

Go To the topic of eating, drinking* and smoking which have already 

been discussed on page 67, I should like to add that this contributes 

a great deal toward the maintenance of good spirits o Cooking in a vol

unteer unit should be different from that in a German unito The taste 

of the volunteers must be taken into consideration0 I gave the order 

that on certain days Eastern tribal dishes were to be served in my unitso 

The best recipes were then sent to ether troop units0 
Whenever alcoholic beverages are dispensed in Mohammedan units, it 


must be borne in mind that an orthodox Moslem never drinks and that some 


hard-drinking individual could grab his portion0 Due to climatic condi

tionSp Eastern people have a strong craving for concentrated alcohol0 

Bad elements of the population in our occupied areas toek advantage of 


this time and againo They got the volunteers intaxicated, dragged them 


over to the partisans, or robbed them0 Alcohol Issued in small portions 


every one or two days reduces the craving for excessive use0 Nurses in 


charge of the service clubs of the legions had a very beneficial infL^aas® 
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upon the volunteers during their training periodo As far as their 


conduct is concerned, volunteers actually competed with each other 


and wore very grateful when one of the German nurses was kind to 


themQ they followed every one ef their directives willingly« 


Do A very difficult chapter is tho one dealing with promptionsn 


©specially when units had a strong complement ef German skeleton per

sonnel0 I» this casOj) volunteers could become superiors of German 


soldiers o For this reason^ promotions wore not made tee frequently© 


Tho ambition ef the best of soldiers thus remained unsatisfied and 


many good volunteers ran ever to the partisans0 The German skeleton 


personnel frequently failed to realize that eagerness displayed by the 


volunteers must occasionally be rewarded with promotions o Seme envied 


them and uttered their resentment openly by sayings *He was promoted 


although he is not as proficient as I am o" They even told a newly pro

moted veluateer this to his face and spoiled his pride and joy0 Seme 


could not grasp tho idea that promoted volunteers wore te form tho future 


skeleton ef a Turkoman, Armenian, Azerbaijan or similar army within the 


Gorman Wehrmachto In the beginning, difficulties were avoided by is

suing special rank insignias for volunteers o The order stating that the 


volunteer grades had no general superiority ever German soldiers also 


helped te preclude frictiono Nobody observed these insignias nor paid 


any attention to the bearero For this reason, tho volunteers disliked 


wearing them0 The basic principle ef equal rights and equal obligations 


led to the introduction of the German insignias up te tho rank ef a gen

eral0 That the efficiency and appearance of a promoted volunteer was 
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often below that of a German of equal rank was to be expectedo The 

higher ranks naturally grasped the situation much faster than the 

lower ranks, who were especially on the lookout for Germans or enp> 

vious volunteers who expressed their disapproval by refraining from 

salutingo 

The promotion of volunteers was a necessary procedure, as numerous 


former Red Army officers and noncommissioned officers were among them, 


who could not be expected to serve many years in the German Wehrmacht 


as common soldiers0 When captured such officers had discarded their 


insignias and kept their rank secret0 They expected that it would have 


some bearing upon their treatment0 As soon as it is found out in the 


volunteer units, that they had been officers, special attention should 


be paid to them0 They should be kept under close supervision to ascer= 


tain if they could be trustedo Trustworthy men should be selected from 


the masses and assigned to special jobs, such as interpreters with special 


insignias, after adequate training0 As Division commander, I always car

ried the names of former officers of the Red Army with me and took every 


opportunity to talk to them when I visited the troops0 I took them into 


my confidence and listened to their wishes and suggestions^ 


I&tesll/stfifcvfals and especially medical officers were unreliable t® 


a very high degree0 Having been trained at the expense of the Soviet State, 


they felt that they owed the State a certain amount of gratitude0 As soon 


as they realized that conditions began to deteriorate they left our side 


and desertedo 
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A farther method of stimulating and rewarding true ambition was 8 

Awarding Decorations 


For many years. Hitler was opposed to the awarding of German 


decorations (Iron Cross9 Har Cross of Merits Assault and Wound Badge) 


to volunteerso For this reason the medal for bravery or medal of merit 

a 


was instituted for Eastern soldiers0 It was/very good looking decoration, 


rather neutral, to be awarded volunteers and Gorman skeleton personnel® 


The ribbon was greenp like Mohammed °s flag, in honor of the great um 

ber of Mohammedan and Turkoman volunteers0 

Each medal had 11 grades 8 


3 bronze medals with green ribbons 


3 silver medals with green ribbons and silver stripes 


3 gold medals with green ribbons and red stripes 


1 silver 


1 golden cross, to be pinned on0 

Because of the lack of uniform directives for the awarding of these 


medals, they were given out within the troop units for greatly diverse 


reasons0 Two principal mistakes were usually made0 They were bestowed 


too slowly upon volunteers and too often upon Germans o The latter could 


only receive the decoration in silver (once)p according to regulations 


and only in the following manners 


Soldiers with Iron Cross 2 class, the medal for bravery II class in silver 

* 1 1 
• a w o ^ e f , * - " * • I *


•	 « War Cross 2 * P « • * * U * * * 

of merit 


« • War Cross 1 • p • * • *  I " " " 

of merit 
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This regulation made the bronze medals less desirable in the 


eyes of the volunteers0 As they could be awarded the next higher 


grade only after having been awarded the lower grade of the medal three 


times, it occurred quite often that the brave German clerk of the Divi

sion staff, without having ever experienced the difficulties and hard

ships of living and fighting together with the volunteers, wore the sil

ver pin-cross, which a volunteer could hardly ever receive0 


Wounded and disabled volunteers were too often forgotten* I gave 


the chief medical officers of my hospitals a number of decorations which 


should be awarded in serious cases, eQgo after an amputation, to support 


the volunteer morally and make him happy, perhaps for the last time0 

Bravery is easier to evaluate than merit0 I have always maintained the 


opinion that the medal of merit, which has numerous degrees, should be 


awarded according to the length of service in the Wehrmacht, eQgo after 


one year of faithful service a bronze medal, after two years a silver 


medal, and after three years a gold medalo I was, however, unsuccessful 


in obtaining a general directive along these lines from higher authori

ties o When in 1944 the awarding of German decorations and insignias to 


the volunteers was finally ordered by Gen Koestring, the volunteers were 


very well pleased and wore these decorations with prideo 


VTIo The Prevention of Offenses and their Punishment 


After discussing the rewarding of good performances in Chapter IVd and 


e, I shall now endeavor to report on the prevention of offenses and their 


punishment in the volunteer units0 It is the duty of every superior auR 


thorized to take disciplinary action — no matter what his unit or national

ity — to see to it that the men entrusted to him keep out of trouble0 The 
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prevention of offenses is one of his principal tasks o Xt tends to 


reduce the number of disciplinary actions0 The best preventive method 


is the strict handling of air duties, the checking of Idleness and ua= 


supervised loitering0 To occupy off-duty hours with sports, games, 


crafts, building of musical instruments, singing, improving of quarters, 


etc0 is especially advantageous0 Frequent clothing inspections should 


be held to ascertain if all items Issued are still intitle possession 


of the individualo Alcoholic beverages should be dispensed in small 


portions o Further precautionary measures should be taken if the behav

ior ef the individual makes it imperative0 


In case of punishment, one was confronted with a dilemma0 Putting 


the volunteers 'Completely on a pay with the German soldier made It neces

sary to apply equal punitive measures0 It soon became evident, that 


Asiatics, Turkomans and Caucasians are not affected by the German dis

ciplinary code in the same manner as the Germans0 For in the first place 


their sense of justice differed greatly from ours and our mild penalties 


had no effect whatsoeverQ The falsification of leave orders to obtain 


larger food rations, e0go, was not regarded by them as forging documents0 

If successful, it was regarded as a clever de^do The individual never 


felt responsible towards the State to the same extent as we did especially 


in case of loss or damage to government property0 Cases of homosexuality 


were regarded by the Kazakhs as an offense to be punished by death,. Cul

prits were tied to a pole by their own tribesmen and stoned to death» A 


young Kazakh who had been approached by one of his superiors in this re

spect committed suicide» Other tribes did not look at this offense in such 
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a severe manner0 Some of the mountain tribes of the Caucasus and 


Turkestan lived under the laws of blood vengeance0 

In order to gain the volunteers0 confidence It was imperative te 


respect their tribal customs0 In the case of blood vengeance, the of<=> 


fender could not very well bo regarded as a murderer and judged accord^ 


ing to German laws0 Tho volunteer was taken into protective custody 


and transferred to the front whore the Lord could pass judgment on him0 

The principal mistake in passing sentence was made by delaying disci

plinary action through tedious investigations or delaying tho execution 


of a sentence because of our basic principle in administering justice 


that one night had to expire between the pronouncement and the execution 


of a sentence o Another reason was the sometimes overcrowded conditions 


at the jailo All this is contrary to the mentality of the Eastern peo

ple o Although forbearing by nature, their feelings are suddenly aroused 


to a pitcho Frequently, the oldest of the volunteers or the mullah 


called on the German commander and asked for the head of one of the vol° 


unteers for seme offense0 If he was not decapitated at once and several 


days were allowed to pass with investigations, their rage would subside0 

Groups would gather taking sides, for or against the man0 Sympathetic 


feelings were aroused more and more and the possibility of setting a 


warning would have passedo The most important rule in dealing with 


Eastern volunteer units should be8 "Speedy justice is good justiceo* 


Speed, however, must not influence the thoroughness of the investigation 


and the complete clarification of circumstances o 


At the front, summary courts-martial, staffed with officers having 


some legal background and an army judge, proved their value0 Death 
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sentences concerning volunteers could of course never be carried out 


by German skeleton personnel, but only by volunteers, another unit 


or a mixed group of Germans and volunteers0 Death sentences were 


only pronounced in very severe cases (robbery, rape under especially 


severe circumstances, desertion if arms were taken up against the 


former unit) principally to frighten the unit, to maintain discipline 


and to protect the pqpulation0 The next severe penalty was expulsion 


from the Wehrmacht and transfer to a penal camp, to be employed as 


laborers for a definite period of time, Or transferred to a U"camp 


(for the politically Unreliable) o As long as these camps were under 


the jurisdiction of the commander of PWs, the inmates of these camps 


were treated according to international law0 The transfer to a 


camp was the final step after all other methods had falledo The vol

unteers were afraid of such a transfer and any threat uttered along 


these lines had a tremendous effect0 Sentences of confinement wer@ 


loss effective as they carried only short terms ef confinement0 They 


were considered a welcome diversion, as the volunteers could sleep as 


long as they likedo For this reason punishment had to be made more 


severe o Marching in a circle with full pack or depriving volunteers 


of food rations was very effective o Before the adoption of the German 


penal cede, seme volunteer units devised their own systems« They applied 


certain degrading punishments, such as tying the offender to a pole with 


a sign around the neck stating, e0go, NI have stolen watches from two 


of my comrades and have sold them, and have thus disgraced my people0* 


To be tied to a pole for several hours, being insulted by comrades and 


in addition being deprived of food rations was a very effective 
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procedure but hardly compatible with oar sense of justice0 The pos

sibility existed that the insulted volunteers would avenge themselves 


personallye Sentences of confinement must bo carried out on the same 


dayQ In case ef reduction in food rations one should watch closely 


that no subsidizing by comrades takes place0 Court procedures on a 


large scale with defense attorneys and spectators from the ranks of 


the volunteers always made a deep impression because of the accuracy and 


thoroughness of our Wehrmacht jurisdiction0 It is advisable to have 


tho oldest volunteer (special missions staff officer of tho unit) or 


the mullah present to consult him in the meting out of penalties o In 


most cases they asked for more severe punishment than the German disci

plinary code intended or prescribedo Nothing affected the confidence 


of tho volunteers more than unjust application of disciplinary actions0 

EoGcp a German and a volunteer must equally be called to account for the 


same offense and also punished in like manner0 

Volunteers regarded it as an injustice if the entire unit was pun

ished for the offense of a single man, who could not be found ©uto They 


felt that it was not their mission to help educate other comrades o They 


loft the educational part to their superior0 


VIIIo Military and Political Guidance 


In chapter VI I discussed the possibilities of gaining the volun

teers" confidence by appropriate treatment0 I will in conclusion deal 


with its most important prerequisite0 The volunteer must be convinced 


that he is fighting on the right side0 Volunteers who have broken their 


oath of allegiance by changing sides must believe steadfastly in our 
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fighting aims so that no fooling of remorse as to their disloyalty 


will enter their minds, not even during critical periods0 To ac

quaint them with the final objectives of our fight is an assignment 


for a poltical guidance committee which must honestly, clearly, and 


distinctly state future aimsg in this case the reorganization of the 


Eastern areao The unit commander in turn serves as the mouthpiece 


of the political leader whose duty it is to arouse enthusiasm in his 


volunteers to the point where they will gladly sacrifice their lives 


for the causeo Such an aim must be a positive oneD Love gives more 


inspiration than hatred o Unfortunately, our leaders from 1941 to 


1944 wore unable to state clearly our mission in the Eastern areaQ 

For this reason and because of lack of incentive millions of volun

teers refrained from enlisting on our sideQ Finally in 1945, when the 


Russians were on Gorman soil, Hitler decided to promise Azerbaijan its 


independence o 


Under those circumstances the German skeleton personnel was con

fronted with a seemingly insoluble problem as far as the military and 


political guidance of volunteers was concernedo The following was re

garded as our fighting aims Fighting Bolshevism and Russian imperial

ism for a free and independent Turkestan (or Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, 


or North Caucasia) o This sounded good to the Turkic border tribes east 


and west of the Caspian Sea and the Armenians and Georgians from the 


southern part of the Caucasus, which had been annexed by Russia only dur-


Irng the last century0 But what was one to tell the Volga Tartars from 


the area between the Volga and the Ural mountains who had been Russians 
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for several centuries and had no intention of becoming independent 


Tartars as our Ministry for tho Occupied Eastern Territories wish

fully thou^itf One must tell tho Crimean Tartars a different story 


than the Cossacksg who were not members of the same tribe but of a 


distinct caste (free peasants under military obligation)0 In tho 


Turkestan area (excluding Chinese Eastern Turkestan) there lived six 


tribes of which two at least, tho Kazabeks and the Uzebeks, were hos

tile toward each other and enjoyed the breaking=up of all tribes which 


the Soviet Union had brought abouto They were not very fond of the 


idea of forming a united Turkestan® The freedom which we promised 


them did therefore not mean anything to them0 The volunteers who had 


listened frequently to the foolish bragging of the Germans, and thus 


had become suspicious, asked if we ever intended to withdraw from the 


conquered Eastern areas or if they wore to live henceforth under the 


German rule Instead of the Russian0 Bolshevism had given the otherwise 


neglected border tribes a great deal of incentive0 The volunteers re

presented the youth of the country who could hardly recall earlier and 


better timesQ They had nothing to compare their condition with and regard

ed Bolshevism as a cultural achievement0 The Soviet Union granted their 


numerous peoples greater freedom than the former czarist Russia as far as 


tho development of their language and literature etc0 is concerned0 The 


Georgians considered themselves, for the greater part, as the favorite 


children of the head of the state, their great fellow countryman^ Joseph 


Stalin, who had given many leading posts in Moscow to Georgians0 Anti-


Bolshevist Georgians, former emigrants, especially those from Poland who 
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joined the Georgian legion, were resented by them0 Within the Geor

gian Committee in Berlin there were several members who represented 


diverse tendencies0 When visiting the troops they propagandized 


their Ideals and caused much unrest0 The Armenians were hostile 


toward the Turks but felt very grateful toward the United States as 


well as the Soviet Uni©& for the building of orphan homes and the sup

port of tens of thousands of their children whose parents had been 


killed by the Turks0 


The description of the above conditions tends to illustrate the 


fact that each tribe had to be handled in a different manner and that 


the principal point, conveying the aim of our fight, had to be revised 


in every case0 This rendered guidance in a military and political sense 


extremely difficult0 For instance, ten volunteers from different tribes 


who were put in one hospital ward and read the newspapers printed by 


us in their respective languages could not help but notice the divergence 


when discussing. the contents among them0 This, of course, would create 


doubts in their minds as to our honesty0 

I expressed my thoughts to the subordinate commanders concerning 


military and political guidance, with the following few words 8. 


lo Not wordso but deeds counto 


The Soviet citizen has been flooded with propaganda and is therefore 


tired of lt<> Propaganda is always necessary for bad things, while good 


things will stand on their own meritG Mere than one intelligent volun

teer had assured us8 "Tou may be smart people but your knowledge of prop

aganda is rudimentary0* Volunteers returning from a trip to Germany which 
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was arranged by the Eastern Ministry, told me, after I had asked then 


what had most pleased them8 "The fact that we were not requested to 


listen to propaganda speeches0* 


20 The best medium of propaganda is a German victory« It keeps 


everybody «=» materialists, opportunists, and idealists =<= in lin©0 If 


I can show them a map on which I can pin little flags, moving them con

tinuously ahead into enemy territory^ I do not have to make any speeches0 

The little flags do the talking for me| they suffice to illustrate to 


them that the reorganization of their homeland depends upon the degree 


of support they give us with their weapons0 


3© Speeches are, however, of the essence as soon as the advance 


stops or retreating movements take placeG Such speeches should be8 


a© Short and clear, without excuses, 


b0 Made as soon as possible, and 


Co Concluded with something positive0 


The volunteer must be informed of reverses by his commander and not 


by way of the population hostile to usQ He will otherwise be subject to 


unfavorable influences and his suspicion will be strengthened0 It would 


have been completely wrong to publish only the good CKW reports and not 


the bad ones© 


4© Never talk badly about a foreign form of government unless you 


aire woll acquainted with itQ Instead of slandering it, prove that we do 


it bettero Visual things have a more convincing effect than stories which 


have been overheard© 


One who wants to convince somebody by deeds should first ascertain 
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the other person5 s wishful thinking and then show him0 Applied to our 


Eastern volunteers this would means 


Better treatment and comradeship than heretofore within the unito 


Within Germany, a greater contentment of the German population, based 


upon greater personal freedom^ the undisputable right of the little man 


to own property, adequate and sufficient means to assure good living 


quarters, food clothing and other items used in daily life© 


If all this was shown to the volunteer, there would be no doubts, 


and even the least bit of suspicion as to his deception would have dis

appeared0 

Leaves spent together with German comrades and their families in 


villages and smaller towns, the impression which the clothing of the 


farmer and his wife would create, the shed of the small livestock, and 


even a walk through, a department store would have a much better effect 


upon the volunteer than a visit to the Olympic Stadium or the Zoo, since 


these exist in his own country and perhaps in a much better styleo 


5o If one wished to differentiate between the border peoples of Rus

sia ̂ one should refrain from calling them Russians0 Everything possible 


should bo done to strengthen their national feeling, by furthering their 


language through newspapers, books, and radio broadcasts, arm insignias 


in their native colors, battalion flags, naming battalions after their 


national heroes0 Reviving their own history, music, folkdances, songs and 


native arts through trained volunteers, furtherance of their religion and 


ancient rites0 

60 Certain language regulations had to be effected in dealing with 


specific problems in order to avoid varying interpretations0 The German 
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soldier, however, was often confronted with an insoluble problem® Our 


treatment of the Poles, forced conscription of laborers and other rad

ical war measures, could be compared with similar Bolshevist practises o 


However, we maintained that we were handling matters much better<, But 


how could we justify the treatment of the Jews, when the Soviet Union 


strictly forbade the persecution of any racet Two questions were upper

most in the minds of the volunteers s the treatment of the Russian PWs 


and the Eastern laborers0i  As the efficiency of our volunteers was greatly 


affected by a good solution of this problem, the general of the Volunteer 


Units exerted every effort before the proper authorities and finally 


succeeded in adjusting this matter0 I can pride myself on having contributed 


a great deal toward this successo 


7o The volunteers were to be constantly reminded that they were fighting 


for their own cause and not for ours, as our aims were only similar as far 


as the final outcome was concernedo For this reason, I rejected the request 


te have the volunteers give the *Heil Hitler" salute and always greeted 


the volunteers in their native language, "Salaam* (Mohammedans}, "Gamard

shoba" (Georgians)9 "Wochdshuin* (Armenians)0 etco 


80 Concerning the practical application of military and political 


education within the unit, it must be stated, that on account of its im

portance, only well trained people should be entrusted with it0 Most s*iit

able were volunteers from the same tribe or a special leader who completely 


mastered the language0 Even the unit commander could have his speech trans

lated to his troops by an efficient interpreter« Running translations were 


never satisfactory© Only a very powerful speaker who completely masters the 
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subject can permit discussions0 A groat number of politically well-


trained men could be found among the volunteers who could embarrass a 


speaker with apparently harmless questions o 


True confidence will replace distrust only in units whore official 


or unofficial questions can be discussed and solved openly0 


The propaganda detachment ef my Turkic Division under tho leader^ 


ship of Lt Schuele, who later was killed at tho river Etsch, greatly 


furthered tho mission of the Division by training propagandists, of

fering courses to Turkic special-missions staff officers and mullahs by 


Issuing directivesD etc0 


H o Concluding Rwtarks 


I am at the end of my discussion0 It was my intention to briefly 

discuss tho ©xisting problems which confront us while commanding foreign 

tribes and their solution In summarizing, it must be said8 For this 

responsible task during war or during the period after tho war within 

tho scope ef tho Wehrmacht or while employing laborers or in the admini

stration of occupied areas, men are needed who thoroughly understand 

psychologyo They must possess two things 8 Intelligence and understandingo 

To possess one of those does not sufficeQ However, intelligence is of 

secondary importance0 Unfortunately, smaller and bigger party members 

who wore mnpleyed in the civil administration of the occupied territories 

lacked both faculties0 Thoy helped to create a wave of hatred which will 

not be forgotten for many decades0 Many mistakes wore also mada in the 

treatment of our volunteers0 However, within the volunteer units wo 

endeavored to loam by our mistakes and tried to improve methods from 
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month to month0 Wo finally succeeded, which was manifested by the fact 


that the majority of our partners from the East still stuck by us when 


everything was losto 


Those who today in Germany are about to pass judgment upon us 


should demonstrate to the world that they possess and make use of the 


true faculties of a good psychologist understanding and intelligence0 

Success will be their reward0 
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Ernest Koestring Bichlhof 21 Oct 48 


former Gen Kav amd 


Gem ef tke Volunteer Units 


Commontary o& j&g Report of Dr. Seraphim 


Cenne^m^ Turkic Units 


Dr0Seraphim states in the preface to his report that his experiences 


are based upon observations made within the scope of the lower command 


and that the higher levels, no doubt, encountered difficulties of which 


the troops were not aware0 


This inference indicates the wise and distinguished character ef the 


author o 


I am able to evaluate his performance and efficiency as battalion 


commander -«= toward tho end as regiment commander (?) —> inasmuch as I 


was Inspector of the Turkic units In 1943 and, beginning with 1944$ Gen 


ef all tho Eastern volunteer units o In this capacity I was the adviser 


to the Chief of the General Staff of the Army® 


In commenting en this report, conditions among tho many hundreds ef 


units made up of other peoples of the Soviet Union must also bo taken 


into consideration0 The Turkic Division made only a small percentage 


of tho volunteers committed in the Leningrad ~ Spanish border <=> Crete » 


Caucasus area0 
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Since most other military authorities were not familiar with 


the complex problems involving the volunteer unitsy I shall endeavor 


to explain the situation briefly0 


Due to lack of manpower, it became necessary in 1942 to form 


Units from His and deserters who had until that date only been uti

lized in rearward services, whore they were employed due to lack ef 


manpowero They were also used for police and guard duties0 

The Organization Department of GKH began to organize these units 


toward the end of 1942 as follows8 


a0 Auxiliary W^mteerg, (Hilfswilligo, Germ abbr0 "Kiwi") who 


served as non-combatants with the troops behind the lines0 


b0 Cerobataiit were to take an active part in the 


fight against Bolshevism0 

Both categories were recruited from among volunteers0 Recruiting 


of FWt* was only permitted in those camps containing members of Turkic 


and Caucasian peoples0 

The formation of such larger units as battalions from among 

Russian FWa was forbidden (duo to Hitler°s distrust of everything Rus

sian) o The only larger units wore the Turkic Division 162, in which 

Dr0 Seraphim served, and jfannewitz Cossack Corps0 In addition to 

these units, several Turkestan and Caucasian combat battalions and 

"Hiwis* were recn^tjd into the army0 The Navy and Air Forces alt '5 

employed many thousands of '"Kiwis" who were members of Eastern tribes o 

The organisation of the "Vlassov Army* which was so much talked 

about ©von after the war (I reported on this unit many times during 
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my internment) was started only in November 1944p after the strong 

opposition of OKI had booa overcome0 /bao Division was ready for 

commitment by April 194-5 o Tho second oao lacked woapoas and equip

$ ~ ' 
meato Teas of thousands of Russians had volunteered for these units0 


Over half a Bullion Russian volunteers from the Eastern area were 

serving in the armyoJ 


In general, I am in accord with the estimate and conception of 

Dr0 Seraphim but repeat, that he could not have boon aware of the prob
lems which were solved by higher levels despite extreme difficultieso 


I sho&ld like to point especially to the mistakes and deficient 

dee encountered during the initial organization, of tho volunteer 

units, which have boon correctly described by Drc Seraphim8 


Despite Hitler °s assurance that war would only be waged against 

Bolshevism̂ , the battle was actually fought against the Russian peopleo 


The volunteers, especially the Russians, were never clearly informed 
as to our political aims8 they sensed very soon that tho Soviet Union 
was to be regarded as a colony to be exploited© 

The poor treatment which the Hfs and the population in the occupied 
territories received ffcom the Party and the SS became known on the other 
side of the fronto The number of Russian deserters, which was very high 
at the beginning of the campaign, decreased, while desertions of volun^ 
teers across the front lines and to the partisans increased© 

Oar propaganda continued to speak disrespectfully of the Russians 

as inferior people0 The effect whitih this propaganda had upon the mil
lions of badly needed Eastern workers, and upon their brothers in tke 
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&xmjD was extremely bado 


A press conference was failed at the Propaganda Ministry in the 


summer of 1944^ when the General of the volunteers explained the pur~ 


pos@ and aims of the volunteer units to more than a hundred represen

tatives of the presso He asked for their support0 The discourse was 


enthusiastically received* as most of the members of the press were 


unfamiliar with the importance of th© volunteers0 Propaganda support 


was pledged but very little was actually don@0 

Seraphim describes correctly the many difficulties which were one-


countered in training and educating the volunteers and in displaying 


th© right attitud® toward them0 As far as the German skeleton person

nel is concerned, it seems that in the beginning the most inefficient 


officers and none-commissioned officers were just about good enough as 


instructors and leaderso 


Equipment issued them consisted of captured Russian weapons with 


insufficient ammunition^ few heavy weapons, poor clothing0 The food 


was even worse and the handling of disciplinary actions was unjust and 


unintelligent0 


Thus equipped,, poorly trained by second-class German leaders, lan° 


guags difficulties, their battalions were sent into battle0 Higher lev

els sometimes strongly rejected the Eastern battalions because of their 


failure in the beginning, although these failures could have been eas~ 


ily explainedo 


This is not meant as reproach toward the amy commands, especially 


not against my predecessor General of the Volunteers, Gen0 Hellmieho 
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It is possible that this straight forward soldier was tillable to get 


accustomed to the frequently tangled channels through which one had 


to pasi to attain objectiveso 


Although our army had excellent training, the personnel had no 


opportunity to acquire the necessary experiences for treating and 


commanding foreign peoples o Other European nations were in a much 


better position because of their colonies0 Staffs and officers and 


men of the volunteer units only gradually gained experience which 

in 


they applied to advantage/training and utilization of Eastern troops o 


I would like to state that any accomplishments attained during 


1944 by the Supreme Command of the army or at governmeot level co»=> 


tributed materially toward a favorable development0 

The most important achievements were 8 complete equalization with 


the German soldier as far as promotion, equipment, 


food, pay,dependency 


benefits and medical care is concerned| care of disabled volunteers and 


thels> dependents in the same manner as the German soldier | and constant 


endeavors to better the condition of the Eastern workers o 


It is obvious that the Russian, when wounded or ill, would prefer 


to be hospitalized in familiar surroundings, if only because of language 


difficultieso Por this reason the following were establisheds 21 base 


hospitals with 25,000 beds for Eastern troops0 At the end of 1944» 


these were occupied by 15,000 wounded and sick volunteers (proving the 


extent of commifeRent of Eastern troops in combat) o Homes for invalid 


and disabled volunteers were establishedo Eight hundred Russian doctors, 


who were la captivity, were selected and further educated at a medical 
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academy for employment at tke Russian hospitals0 About six hundred 


Russian nurses were also employed0 

Leave centers were built in the Reich, France, Italy and Den

mark ̂ la order to offer some recreation to these homeless people0 

One especially clever member of the Staff of the General of the 


Volunteers succeeded in "Squeezing outH from the Propaganda Ministry 


several million marks o This money was used for financing front thea

ter groups, front librariesr, gift parcels and recreational homes for 


the Russian volunteer units0 

It should also be mentioned that toward the end of 1944- a dis~ 


ciplinary code for the Eastern troops was devised by some military 


lawyers in conjunction with Eastern unit officers who had had exper

ience at the front o 


Taking into consideration the peculiarities of the Eastern tribes 


and eliminating all arbitrary interpretations the disciplinary code 


contributed materially toward establishing rights for members of th© 


Eastern troops equal to those of the German soldier0 

The regulations affecting all Eastern troops and the difficulties 


under which they were accepted were not known to the front officer 


Seraphim9 as he himself admittedo 


The capability of the unit commander was a most decisive factor 


as regards the aggressiveness and dependability of the Eastern battal<= 


ionso Unfortunately not all commanders were "Seraphimso* 


The dependability of the units was measured by the number of vol

unteers deserting to the partisans or across the front lines0 The rate 


fell from 8  ° 10 percent in 194-3 to 2 - 3 percent in 19450 large seal© 
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revolts like the one la 1942 mentioned by Seraphim, never occurred 

againo 


Smaller disturbances will always occur in such mixed units0 

Stalin °s agents who had infiltrated into the ranks saw to thato In 


their common fight and activities, German and Eastern soldiers got t© 


know each other better and began to respect each other0 Even many of 


the higher commanders began to realize that volunteers could be useful0 

During 1945, the lade of manpower was the reason that newly organ

ized divisions were at the outset interspersed with a certain percentage 


of Eastern volunteers 


Upon my request to organize larger units f*om among members of 


Eastern peoples, an officer in a responsible position at CKW told me9 

•We will never permit the bringing=up ©f our own executioners0* 


Dr0 Seraphim as well as many other German unit commanders told me8 


"We prefer to commend Eastern battalions^ which indicated that th® 


front officers had come to realize the value of these units© 


In conclusion, I would like to cite the statement of a hig^ US 


Army officer who asked me how it was possible to induce Eastern battal® 


ions to fight for us at Avran©hes0 I replied that their resistance had 


probably been weak because of their poor captured equipment0 To this 


he answereds "If they had been better equipped, they would have fought 


much better ton the German battalions^l 


Enclosed please find a report of the former Genmajo Heygendorff, who 


was commander of the legions (replacement formations) of the Turkic, Cau

casian and Azerbaijan volunteers in 1943, and from 1944 to the end of 
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the war commander of the Turkic Division, in which Seraphim served 


as battalion commander0 The report covers in detail all questions 


pertaining to the Turkic and other volunteers0 In general I am in 


accord with his concept0 During 1939-40, Heygendorff was my aide in 


Moscow in my capacity as military attache I had asked him to parties 


ipate in negotiations with the Russians toward establishing a German-


Russian boundary in Poland, a task with Trtiich I had been charged0 

Through his skillful manner in treating and dealing with his Russian 


counterpartsd he succeeded in establishing a borderline up to the 


last frontier^post in less than a yearo 


As to his character and military ability* Heygendorff was an out 


standing personality0 

Kindly return Heygendorff0 s report0 


Signed, Ernst Koestring 
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